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MONUREAL MEDICAL JOURNAL.
VOL. XXXIX. MAROH, 1910. No. 3

DEMONSTRATION OF THE TRACHOMA BODIES.

S. HANrFonD McKEE, B.A., M.D.

From time immemorial, trachoma has existed in Europe as an endemic
disease (Fuchs). When the armies came in contact with each other or
with the civir population, the disease occurred in epidemics and became
widely disseminated. Its contagiousness, placed beyond doubt by the
positive inoculations in blind eyes, has been well understood for 3ears,
but the cause of this dread disease has, up to the present, remained a
mystery, not from want of searching,. because during the last fifteen
years research in this departnent of ophthalmology has been most active.

From time to time, numerous micro-organisms have been put' forward
as the cause of trachoma, without definite proof, until workers in this
subject had become convinced. that withoùt newer metbods, the cause
would not be found.

It remained for Halberstedter and Prowazek to make the first great
advance in our knowledge of trachoma. These men while working iri
Java on syphilis found in the epithelial cells in cases of trachoma in-
clusions which were constantly present. lu many of the cells these
granules coalesced and formed bodies which covered the nucleus like
a. cap. Prowazek believed them parasitic and called them chlamydozon.
They inoculated orang-outangs and presumed contagiousness from the
appearance of follicles in the epithelium. This report was published in
1907, and since tha:t time their fmdings have been corrobrrated by several
workers. Sceptics were not wanting, however, and many said that they
had seen 'similar bodies in other forms of conjunctivitis. It was difficult
at first, without good photographs, to know just what Halberstedter and
Prowazek described as the trachoma bodies, especially as they noted
dark blue spots close to the nucleus, the plastin clots of Prowazek, who
believed they epresented the reaction of the cell to the intruding
microbe. It is possible that these plastin clots have been confused with
the real trachoma bodies.

Read before the Montreal Medico-Chirurgical Society, February 4th.
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Fig. 1. Srnear from case 3, Giemsa stain, magnification 2,000 dianieters. Two
bodies are seen, one attached to the nucleus of the cell, -while the other has a definite
space between it and the cell.

Fig. 2. Smear from case 4, Giermsa stain, magnification 1,000 diameters. Two bodies
are seen associated with two nuclei.

Fig. 3. This is the same as Fig. 2, except the magnification, which is 2,000 diameters.
Fig. 4. Smear from case 5, Giemsastain, magnification 1,000 diameters. The trachorna

body here is very small, and situated some distance fron the ncicleus of the cell.
Fig. 5 Same as Fig 1, e xcept magnification, which is 1,000 dianeters.

0MCKEE-DEMONSTRATION OF TRACHOMA BODIES.
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Fuchs, from the work of his assistant who has found these bodies in'
large numbers of fresh and old cases,:believes their presence of value
from a diagnostic point, of view.

Others, as Addario, believed them artefacts, composed. of sedimented
staining matter mixed with degenerated, cells, in the, course of histiolo-
gical preparation.. Lodato, who claimed to .have-seen the. in. Spring
Catarrh, was of. similar opinion, but .as: Clausen at the :last Inter-
national Congress stated, Addario and Lodatô had not simitted. any
microscopic proof in support of their contentions. The bodies .which
they described, .were not identical with trachoma- corpuscles, had been
seen by him in:. various forms of conjunctivitis, , and could.be distin-
guished readily, after som practice, from the-Prowàzek bodies.

We have been naturally greatly interested:in the, subject; in:Montreal,
because we sometimes see fairly active trachoma here. Whie waiting
for a suitable case to present itself, and to master the technique,:about
fifty cases of other conjunctival inflammations .were examined. In:none
of these were we able to find the trachoma bodies.'. Abou'tthree weeks
ago an adult male, a. Roumanian who had been in Canada one year,
presented himself at the -Outdoor-Clinics of. the Montreal General
Hospital with acute mild trachoma. The conjunctiva wasscraped with
a duil scalpel and the material:smeared'well over glass slides. :.These
were dried in the -air, fixed in absolute alcohol for .ten minutes, and
stained for twenty minutes .with th"new. Giemsa sin, t omedropof
which fifteen of distilled water we-e added. The results :were vçry
satisfactory. In: every slide:prepared-.during a period of eight days, the
so-called trachoma:bodies of -Prowazek were found.. They are. round
bodies, smaller: th1an, cocci, and within the protoplasm. of the epithelial
cells. They. are sometimes grouped. in masses which as arule are close
to the nucleus' of the cell. Naturally. these masses vary considerablyin
size. Sometimes these-bodies are seen:sürrounded by a. halo or mantie.
This foïm is supposedto represent a.stage in the developme.nt of these
bodies. A piece of the palpebral conjunctiva was taken and fixed', n
Zenker's solution. Some Yery beautiful slides .stained with eosin and
methylene blue. by Dr. Wolbach; twere obtained. Numerous trachoma
bodies were found within the. epithelial cells. Al these points are well
illustrated: by the 'specimens under the. microscopes. Regarding the
variation in size, a. point ýwhich may. be of interest is that, in the slides
prepared on. the;seventh, day, thé. bodies. were much larger thanthose in
the slides prepared duing the last, few days, also in two of the positive
cases whichwe have had, the halo forms were found in, the initial slides.
Previous to examining these cases, I had.a case of trachoma where I
thought .the bodies .should be easily demonstrated,. but from faulty
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methods, or some other reason, they were not seen. So that in the six
cases of active trachoma examined, we have found the Prowazek bod'es
in five. Whether these inclusions are parasitic or not, or whether the
causative agent of trachoma has not yet been determined; but their
specifie nature is now fairly well established and this means a big step
forward. Diagnosis is made easy and certain. We see a number of
cases at the Montreal General Hospital, where clinically a diagnosis
would be difficult, but by excluding diplobacillary conjunctivitis by
means of bacteriiological nethods, the task is greatly lessened. Now
with the aid of the trachoma bodies, diagnosis will be put on a very
definite basis. With that, the disease will be defined with exactness, and
the old question of follicular conjunctivitis and trachoma settled.

For the accompanying micro-photographs I am indebted to Dr.
S. B. Wolbach.

TABES DORSALIS AND THE "ERSATZ-THEORIE."

Illustrated by Four Cases from the Neurological Clin'ic, of tI Roýal

Victoria Hospital, ilontreal.

BY

COLIN K. RUSSEL, M.D.

Neurologist to the Royal Victoria Hospital.

Edinger's original paper on what lie called the "Ersatz-theorie " of
Tabes Dorsalis, was published in 1894-5, in a German journal to
which few of us here have access; and the excellent paper on the same
subject by his assistant Holmes, published in the Dublin Journal of
Medical Science, in 1901, lias also to a large extent escaped notice.
1eeling, therefore, that this explanation of the Stiology of Tabes
deservers your attention, I have pleasure in presenting these cases,
which illustrate the truth of the theory so well.

Case I-S. C., male, aged 35, by occupation chef on a dining car,
came to the out-door Neurological clinic on August 3rd, 1908, com-
plaining of failing vision, sudden 'sharp shooting pains in the legs and
back, and some difficulty in walking in the dark

Huis history was as follows:-He contracted Ldes 12 years ago and
was treated for 5 months by hypodermic injections of :Mercury,
Fourteen maonths ago, i.e., before admission to the clinic, he -first
noticed failure of vision which progressed, till on admission, lie could
read only the heading of the newspapers with the left eye,- and he was
blind in the right eye. For four -ionths before admission he had no-
ticed some impaired sensibility of the bladder, being able to go for 24
heurs without desire to empty it; he lias now some difficulty in starting
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the stream. There has been some difficulty in walking in the dark, and
there have been definite lightning pains.

On Eixamination:-There is bilateral optic atrophy, causing blindness
in the right eye and very defective vision in the left, he .can count fin-
gers at about two yards; the pupils are inactive to light but react to
accommodation. There is a scarcely perceptible ataxia of the lower ex-
tremities evidenced in touchng the heel to the opposite knee, and a
slight impairment of the sense of position of the muscles, which is shown
by his not kiiowing in which direction one moves his toes if his eyes are
closed when one is doing it. The knee and ankIe jerks are absent.
Romberg's sign. is present. This patient's condition has not altered
perceptibly since his first admission, save that for a time, at the end of
last winter, it was noticed that there was an increase in -the. loss of thé
sense of position in the lower extremities. This was accounted for by the
fact that he used to walk into the clinie from one of the suburbs every
week or. two, and the walking was very heavy.

It is evidently a typical case of 'Tabes with optie atrophy.
Now, on, going into his history more carefully, it is found that while

employed-on the dining car lie was in the habit of reading for two hours
every afternoon and again from 9 to 12 at ni'ht, usually lying down
in his .bunk, by the light of a coal oil lamp, while the train was ruxnning
along. The -strain on his eyesight can be imagined.• It is interesting
to note that impairment of vision was. for a long ·tim'e his only com-
plaint, and especially that, since lie ha given up -all occupation that
would cause any strain on his sight, this has not become any worse.

Case I-G. P., male,- aged 33, by. occupation a -tailor, came to the
clinie on October 18th, 1909, complaining' of disturbance of vision,
weakness in the arms aia. "electric- shocks in the" arms and
.legs, occasional vomiting. He gives a history of a primary luetic
infection eleven years ago, for which he 'was .trea at the Montreal
General Hospital for. four. months by 'inunctions 'of mercury. His
present trouble began three-'years ago with' disturbance.of vision, and
the eyes became crooked as they are at. present; about the same time
he.began to suffer from' pins 'and needles senstation'in the arms, and
he had increasing difficulty in carrying on his ocoupatio 'of' setng.
Some time later he developed these sensations in the legs also. He
states that he empties bis bladdeir about once a day as a rule.

On Examination:-The fundi are normal, there is marked bilateral
ptosis with compensatory contraction of the occipito-frontalis 'In the
endeavour to hold up the eyelids, there is an outward deviation of the
eyes due to a weakness of both internal recti; he can fix either eye on
an object to the nasal side, but there is marked secondary outward devi-
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ation of the other eye on the atteipt. • There is a slight impairment -of
upward movement of the right eye.

'The right pupil is larger than the left, and neither react either to
light Qr to accommodation. There is very marked loss of tone in the
upper extremities but no actual loss of power, the use of the arms, how-
ever, is interfered with by an extreme ataxia, especially on the right
side (it might here be noted that lie is a right handed man); the loss
of tone in the lower extremities is scarcely perceptible, and as you see
there ds little or no ataxia in walking. There is an extreme loss of the
sq"rnse of position in the upper extrenities, if with his eyes closed he is
told to touch one thumb with the finger of the other hand, he can only
do so by finding first the elbow and following up the limb from that.
Tere is delayed sensibility to pain in the lower extremities,. and to a
lesser degree in the upper. The kneo and ankle jerks are absent.

On inquiring into this nians occupation we find it was to sit and
sew al 'day, threading his own needle. We have, then, immediately the
explanation of the location of the disease ini this case. "Function ceates
the synptoni compex." We have then here, not the usual and simple
loss of the reaction of the pupils to. light, but owing to the patient's
occupation necessitating the frequent use of the rcfilex of accommodation
in order to thread his needle, the neurones governing this movement
have also become affected, and we 'have the loss of reactio of the pupil
to accommodation, and paresis of the internal recti. In the same way the
reason for the affection of the arms is obvious, and the escape of the
lower extrenities.

Case III-A. 0., male, aged 44 years, by occupation a cigar roller,
came to the clinic on July 22nd, 1909, complaining of blurred vision
for the last two years, -and some d&ificulty in walking in the dark for
six months past; lie has had shooting pains in the legs for the last 13
years, and girdle sensation. He frequently passes a day without the
desire for micturition and has difficulty in starting the stream.

On Exam.ination :-There is bilateral partial optie atrophy, the pupils
have lost the reaction to light, but react to accommodation. There is a
slight but definite ataxia in the upper extremities, especially marked in
the right arm, and a very definite loss of tone in the muscles; the ataxia
is also present but to a less extent in the lower extremities. The knee
and ankle jerks are absent. Romberg's sign is present.

On looking into his history more carefully, we find that previous to
two years ago bis place at work was in a very dark part of the room,
and he says it was a great strain on his eyes to see well enough to finish
off the ends of the cigars; since that time he has his seat in a better
lighted part of the room near the window.
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Case IV.-A. S., male, aged 36, a shoniaker, admitted to the hospital
under D. Martin, Décember 30, 1909, complaining of inability to walk,
and lightning pains.

For three or four years the patient has been in the habit of congratu-
lating himself on bis ability to hold his water, even makin'g it a matter
of boasting that lie could go from the time lie got up until.he went to
bed again, without emptying his bladder. In April, 1908, after selling
his place of business, lie started out with what was left to him in a
bullock. waggon, and walked for eight days and nights across country,
in cold and ,ainy weather, becoming terribly fatigued and was "snow,
blind" for weeks after this; fr.om that time he lias been n'nable to walk
without support, not being able to control the movernents of the legs; he
cannot attempt to walk in the dark. In May, 1908, he found that ho
could not urinate when he wanted to, and le began *to have inconti-
nence. le lias had the liglitning pains for the past seven months.
There is a history of a chancroid 10 years ago, but there were no second-
ary symptons.

Onb Exanination :--JThe fundi arc pale and atrophie looking, there is
the typical Argyl-ltobertson pupil, and internal strabismus due to a
paresis of the left external rectus. There is marked loss of tone and
extreme ataxia of the lower extremities, so much so, that the patient
cannot walk; lie has impairment of sensibility over the feet and about
the mamniary regions. The knee and ankle jerks are absent.

Following the other cases, the explanation of this one is obvious. Of
course the snow blindness was simply a conjunctivitis, but the glare of the
snow on the eyes was quite sufficient to cause a partial optic atrophy,'
and the journey, exposed as lie was to wet, cold and extreme fatigue,
sufficient to produce exhaustion and determine the symptoms in the
lower limbs.

We know that there are certain changes which take place in the fune-
tioning nerve cell; tlese may be demonstrated under the microscope;
thëy consist in a breaking up of the Niss1 bodies, -and further a swelling
of the ganglion cell with an emigration of the nucleus towards .the peri-
pliery, and finally, if the hyperactivity of the ceil be continued, and ex-
trusion of the nucleus and the death of the cell. If, however, the acti-
vity of the cell cease before the extrusion of the nucleus we know that.
the cell will recover, under normal conditions, its original appeara"nce.

Now, in Tabes, "function determines the symptom complex." There
is, in this disease, the presence of a toxine, usually syphilitic, which
renders the nutritional papulum served to the nerve cell not sufficient

Edinger reports a similar case of a naval officer wiho developed optic'atrophy from being exposed to the glare of the sun off the water whlle
superintending target practice at sea.
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for its needs. This power of recuperation of the cell must be limited or
even in abeyance. There xesults a loss of compensation as it were, with a
gradual and progressive impairment of vitality of the neurones in ques-
tion, and flnally their death, their place being taken by connective tissue.
Which are these neurones in question? Undoubtedly the sensory neurones
function more than any others. They are always active. We are con-
tinuall-Y getting information as to the position of our limbs in space,
and the amonunt of contraction in an acting muscle, and it is the neu-
rones wiich subserve this function that are drst affected, causing the
ataxia and the o-ss of toue. Usually it is first in the lower extremities,
but that is simply because most people use their legs more than their
arms or other parts.

In the same way the Argyl-Robertson pupil is accounted for,· as un-
doubtedly our pupils react much more frequently to light than to ac-
conmodation.

The sane theory accounts for the involvement of the bladder so fre-
quently seen in Tabes,-first an impairment of sensation owing to the
exhaustion of the sensory neurones supplying the bladder, and a conse-
quent lack of sensitiveness so that the patient can hold bis water for
12-24 bours without a desire to pass it, and. this causes a loss of tone
in the bladder, and the complaint that lie must wait a minute before
lie can start the stream. It accounts also for men being so much more
comnmonly affected than women, for, as a mle, they mist lead so much
more strennous a life. Mendel, in Berlin, showed this very well. In his
private clinic anong the upper classes, the proportion of tabeties in
men and women was 25 to 1, while in bis policlinie in the slums of the
city, where the woinen lived equally bard lives with the mien, the pro-
portion was 6 to 2.

It accounts for why when optie atrophy comes on ataxia of the linbs
does not develop, or if already present it improves, because wben a ian
is blind he cannot exert himself overmuch, cannot over fatigue himself.

It accounts for why the natives of the Southern Continents are so
immune to 'Tabes, their climate and natural lack of energy preclude
over fatigue. It does not account for the lightning pains or the vari-
ous visceral crises, but as Gowers has suggested, these are probably due
to some chemical irritation of the nerves produced by the degenerative
changes.

It may be asked why are not the motor neurones affected, why do
we not get muscular atrophy,. and so on. If you will remember, the an-
terior born cell is natarally adapted to respond to two sets of stimuli;
first those from the cerebrum by way of the upper motor neurone, and
'second, those reflex stimuli from the sensory cells at the same level
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in the cord.- While the cerebrum is at rest during sleep, or when we.
are not moving, the anterior horn cells have an opportunity of resting
and recuperating, and when the stimuli f rom the spinal sensory cells
are eut off owing to their degeneration in this disease, the anterior horn
cells have sti further opportunity for resting.

Thii s- theory also accounts for the exacerbation of symptoms after
any acute infection, accident or shock, the additional toxines in the
system impairing still further the recuperative power of the cells. It
accounts for the number of cases of tabes that develop in soldiers newly
sent on active service. The 4th case referred to is antexample of this. It
accounts, also, for those few cases where there is even on careful and
exacting investigation no evidence of primary syphilitie infection, some
other slowly acting toxine may be present impairing the recuperation
of the .cells.

\Will this theory account for 'the pathological picture we find in 'Tabes?
We think it will. There is the degeneration. and sclerosis of the pos-
terior columns, usually most marked in the lumbar region, but in cases
of cervical 'Tabes, such as the three first cases shown to-night, the sclero-
sis is most marked in the cervical region. At the same time there are
relatively few changes to be found in the posterior ganglia from which
these degenerated axis cylinders arise. Just as in a plant that lias not
had sufficient nourishment it is the leaves and branches which die first,
thé roots still retaining their vitality, so it is with the nerve cell when its
nutrient pabulumn is insufficient, the parts farthest away from the nutri-
tional centre are the first to die and their place is taken by connectiva.
tissue, giving rise to the sclerosis of the posterior columns of the cord.
None of the other theories of Tabes based on the pathological pictuie
of the disease will account for the clinical findings in so satisfactory a
manner, they do not account for the preponderance of male tabetics over
women, nor for the iniprovement of the ataxia when optie atrophy
develops, nor fo;r the developmient of the optic atrophy itself, nor for
the Argyl-Robertson pupil, nor do they account for the cervical region
being- affected. in sone case an d the lumbar region in another. Again,
if we accept this theory as the true. one, it inmediately puts into our
hands most obvions ;and definite indications for treatment at least pro-
phylactie, and the results of- this treatment bear ont the truth of this
tlieory. This is especially seen in the re-educational treätment of the
ataxia. !The patient must avoid fatigue of any part.
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A CRITICAL ESTIMATE OF THE MEDICAL EDUCATION OF
THE DAY WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR THE RE-

ORGANIZATION OF THE PHYSIOLOGICAL
DEPARTMENT OF McGILL UNIVERSITY.

BY

WESLEY MILLs, M.A., M.D., Professor of Physiology.

As the suggestions I have to offer in regard to the reorganization of the
Physiolo1cal Department rest on my present views as to Medical Educa-
tion, I will ask your patient attention to these views expressed somewhat
briefly. They might be summed up in two statenients:

1. Our present methods of education or dealing with students are
a great improvement in many respects on those in existence when even
the youngest meniber of the Faculty was an undergraduate.

2. The methods we now employ, and those we omit to use, cause a'
condition of mind in students which is highly unsatisfactory. This
probably applies more fully during the first three years of the course
than during the last year or two.

The improvement in our niethods consists in the following:
1. The greater opportunities students have to observe by demonstra-

tions, etc.
2. The improvement f.rom laboratory work, and clinical observations

carried out by the shidents themselves.
3. The time was when students at McGill could boast that they

had passed examinations in certain subjects-and not in one but several
-without having opened a text-book.

That is scarcely possible now though some students come near to it,
anatomy always being an exception. Students once did practically no
reading except of the notes of lectures. Now they do some-at least a
little-and a few students, a good deal.

A student is not now supplied with information in purely abstract
form. His denonstrations and laboratory work help, at least to some
extent, in the comprehension of what lie hears and reads. We have made
an advance and we are likely in a condition not either nuch worse or
much better than, on the whole, other first-class Medical Schools; and
thoughi we might in sone directions, imitate these institutions, I main-
tain that we are in a transition stage as regards medical education, and
far fron what night be, and should be, at the present time.

We give information in better forni than ever before; but we ourselves
supply too mui and require -the student to seek too littile for himself;
and this imparting of information, with even the best exposition, is not
tc any considerable extent educative.
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In education there are two broad factors- (1) The person or subject
and -(2) the environment. There must be a reaction between the sub-
ject and the environment.

All that influences the subject falls under "Environment,' and in
this the so-called means, and especially the teacher, used only to pro-
duce one result in the student-developient in all directions.

lUnless the distinction is clearly made between giving information,
and educating or developing, we shall continue to make serious mistakes.

He is the lest teacher who stimulates the student to make the most
out of himself, while the pair is associated, andiwho leads him to con-
tinue hils development, after they separate. It follows that a teacher
may impart excellent information and even be an expert in the art of
exposition, yet fail according to the standard indicated above; yet ever
since I have known medical teachers they have been judged alnost wholly
by this narrow and false standard. Judged by the higher standard of
dceveiopment and power to go on developing, is the medical education
of to-day anywhere a complete success?

Have ouir students a desire for knowledge for its own sake? Have
they the power to observe independently and to draw conclusions? Have
they any originality or even individuaity,? Can they get knowledge
for themselves-real knowledge'to be attained only by the use of cer-
tain means.? Do they ever desire to acquire knowledge in this way?

Speaking more especially for the earlier three years and for the great
majority of the students, I must, after a long period of observation,
answer these questions, on the whole, in the negative.

I therefore conclude that our methods are not a genuine success,
and that the sooner this is realized. the better. Why are they a failure?
In a word, because the 'methods are not adapted to the subjects (the
students).

What course' do we now follow? We subject all students independ-
ently of their general capacity, special aptitudes, or the reverse, to sub-
stantially the same nethods of treatment. We do not believe in shot-
gun prescriptions, and the one preseiption for everyone who has a cough,
but in our medical education this is the plan followed. So many lec-
tures for all men and the saine lectures; so many hours of *abora,-
tory work and the same wo.rk, with no special exercises for special
nien or groups of men; no special helps for the weak; no special
p-oblems for the strong to solve. Consider, too, that we take
men who who have beqn quite unused to scientific observation and.
who liave known little Élse than learning, so-called, from books, and
we give theni all alike à great deal to observe, and we require or give
little or no attention to the use of what alone tbey previously understood
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to some extent, the use of textbooks- and oth'er reading matter. We
encourage but little, if ait all, the spirit of fmding real knowledge; or
otherwise put, we encourage little the spirit of investigation. How is
it possible-to go no further-to educate men who are kept occupied
almost wholly in the mere getting of information or absorbing from. 8
a.m. to 6 p.m., as is the case with.the present third year class'? The.re,,
can be no healthy mental state under these conditions.'.

We should looc the facts fairly in the face and reform our ways
greatly, if not altogether. We should substitute education or, develop-
nient for the gathering of infornmation with a minimum of developmeht.
This will imply our seeming-to superficial observation- to do. less,
but in reality to our acconplishing much more.

McGill iay be hampered by the condition of things, existing else-
where, but unless we :are blind to Our failures reforins, should begin at
once. I have had the opportunity to test these principles on several
occasions among our students and with the best results. But I have
been helpless as regards any radical changes such as I believe are called
for, though I have long profoundly distrusted that treatment. of students,
which, unfortunately, as I think, seems so satisfactory to many teachers.

You will now, if I have succeeded in making myself clear, 'uniderstand
the better the recommendations i am about to make. Physiology, though
it is one of the great essentials in al sound.medical education, is a sort
of shifting sand heap. There is -scarcely a single principle, perhaps
not one, that is not liable to be changed any day by new investigations.
This state'of things is partly due to the inherent difficulty of the subject,
and partly to the fact that confilrmationis ôf original researches are net
encouraged and are rarely mentioned except incidentally. It results
that most teachers must present to their students facts and principles
on trust, for the field that any. one man can cover with really valuable
and wholly new investigation must;be very limited. or six or eight
years I have niyself largely', confned my investigations to the experi-
mental examination of what I had te ach. This has not led te pub.
lication that brings reputation, but it bas enabled me o be a inuch more
helpful guide:. to .ny students especially in those departiments of the
subject which' I have been able to workout 1 y experimental investiga-
tion.

It seems to me that the time has come for a further evollution' in
University teachers. We can no longer expect the one man to be at the
same time the highest kind' of teacher in the sense' i which I use'the
term in this communication, and also a fixst-clàss investigator making
really important original discoveries. I would remind you that here
in McGill we have had a department in which this differentiation led
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to the happiest results.. In the Physics Department we had in Professor
Cox an admirable, if not even an .ideal, teacher; and in Proféssors
Callendor and Rutherford two rare investigators.. It would have been
-a. hardship -to have expected frequent original results from Professor
Cox, and it would have been wasteful and almost educationally eriminal
-to have 'consigned such men as Professors Callendor and Rutherford to
teaching.

My recommendations for the reorganization of the Physiological De-
partmient then -take the following form:

1. I would have- a complete reorganization., and would not seek to
retain any teacher now employed who may indicate that he would prefer
to resign. This is said with aIl respect for the present meibers:of the
staff. Little rcliance is to be placed on teachers engaged -in. medica.
practice, especially as regards laboratory work or investigation.

2. There should be a head for the Department whoshall-be aiatura1
organizer and teacher; one who believes strongly in the importance of
doing the best possible for -undergraduate students; one who has had
experience in vàrious kinds of teaching; a man especially of broad views;
one who believes that medicine is biology, -who is dissatisfied with the
present condition of nedical education and desirous of improving it,
and who believes in constant research with a view to knov what to
teach, as well as--tô a much less extent-with a view ta publication.

Such a man may be hard to flnd, and I don't think that money alone
will discover him.

3. In. addition, a man who shall have practically) nothing to, do with
the ordinary teaching coui'ses, but w;ho shall devote his whole time and,
energy to original research of a high class, and worthy of publication.

The researches should be of a broad character in the physiological la-
boratory, because I think the sooner laboratories can be established in
connexiôn with each'hospital in which the proble-ms of the clinician
can be worked:out, the bettdr. I would have the hospital labbratories
separate from the general physiological laboratory, though in frienàdly
association, for purposes of reference, etc., but not necessarily further:
connected. The purpose of the one is to keep physiology broad; of the
other-the clinical-to work on- narrower, practical problems such as
arise n connexion with clinical-medicine, in which, of course, questions
of chemistry, pathology, etc., would be 'onsidered as well as' those of
physiology. Many problems, require- investigation fron several points
of view.

The investigator of the physiological laboratory should be an inde-
pendent research worIker requiring neither assistance nor supervision.
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He might be engaged for a limited period, asit is'always difficult to
judge how a man may turn oub in a new, environrnent..i.

4. There should be a third mana:who wouldeothave the ;title.of
professor)yto:give himself, chiegyo .teaching, a t as an, assitant to

-the head of -the Department, and twhormight:tlso assict heceief in-
vestigator or .carry on independent ,rèsearch woi thoug:he would
likely not have mnuch tiine fori either during tle regular 1llege year.
The division -of the:work into chieây teaching aàid:whollyresearch.seems
to me of the greatest inmportance.

If the above scheme. could becarried .ou witli .what it, implies, such
as the utilization..ofï-some of -ur. own graduates or those of, other tiniver-
sities in research, etc., Iam satisfieditht a. department of physiology
could be established at MOGill, such. as scarcely exists anywhere else in
America at least-always provided that the right in are secured.

Such a scheme .would be expensive; but if it could become a reality.
I would feel that it had·been.worth, while for me, as.a pioneer, to have
held on to the 'departnent of.physiology through evil.and'through good
report,. as ' have triéd. to do, up tô the present.

I.would again reiterate my belief that it. is our duty to present to the
Governors -of 'the' University plans .for high achievement. It is or
others to provide the','money required to make them effective.'

LOUISE BOURGEOIS AND SOM OTHERS

HERBERT. M. LITTLE, M.D..

Lecturer in Obstetrics, McGilI :University, and Assistant Accoucheur to the
Montreal Maternity.

While in Canada and the United States the midwife is but little known
outside of those sections of the larger cities populated by the most recent
arrivals from Central Europe, anyone who has visited the large obstetric
clinics on the Continent, or even in Great Britain,'has realized the im-'
portant place taken by the midwives in' those institutions. On that ac-
count a 'short review of. the most reMarkable of thé women known to
obstetrie history May be of interest ; and since to enter- fully into details
respecting each of ithese would' take too much time, I have con-
fmed My .particular attention. to one,' Louise Bourgeois, possibly the
best known, and shall givé but a few words to inost of the others.

NOT.-This paper contains extracts from Fasbender's "Geschichte der
Geburtshülfe," and Witkowski's "Accoucheurs et sages femmes célèbres,"
"Les Accouchements a la Cour," and "Accouchements chez tous les peuples,"
made and arranged for the McGill Reporting Club, February 13th, 1910.
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'Among the earliest: theological controversies were hfieated arguments as
to Adam's course with regard:to the :mbilica cord of Cain- and Abel,
ad again over-the Scriptural record that " God cïeated man in His own

image, male and female created lHe them." .The latter was the starting
point for a very warm -controvérsy upon the question of. reproduction.
Many writers conceived the .earliest .of..our parents as .hermaphrodites,
and St. Thomas went so far as to say that in the state öf innocenceman
was reproduced by faith alone,tthat the :organs of generation' were the
indelible mark of lis sin and.:folly. The necessity. for the female in
reproduction gave rise, to the :aidea of the, Ancients that ýLilith. was:the
first wife.of Adam.

The irst mention of a' midwife, of whih we have: any record, is in
Exodus i, xv. -where we are told of Puah and Shiphrah who received the
command of Herod 't kill of the male children born toIthe Hebrew
women. It is suggested that-this was to be ýcomplished by leving the
umnbilical- cord without ligature, but the origin of this belief Ihave been
unable to find. 'It is interesting to know, in view. or, our experi-
ence now with Heb.rew women, that the explanation given by these mid-
wives for tlieir failure. to destroy:the, male children born, ' was, "that the
Hebrews are not as the Egyptians, but are: lively, and: are delivered be-
fore the midwiïe comes to them."

In the Greek era 'we find four famôus 7midwives, Elephantis, Olym-
pia, Aspasia, and Lais,' the last namted a celebrated .courtizan, famous
for her skill in inducing abortion. 'Also,' we read of one Agnodice,. who
défied certain Athenian laws relating. tg the employment of midwives.
She studied under Herophilus,- "then disguised herself as a man, and
went about. revealing her,identits to those in labour. There was a con-
sequent failing ofE in.the·practice. of:many of the accoucheurs, who there-.
upon accused Agnodice -of being a "debauché and a corrupter," and
said in: fact that many' women simulated illness iin order to have lier
(him) called. Summonedbefoie the 'Aieopagus, Agnodice saved·herself

'by revealing her identity, only' to be met with more 'serious charges.
This time, the suffragettes of Athens, interested in' her behalf, 'rose in
their mighit, and .the onoxious regulation of the Athenian court, was
withdrawn. This is a very, good story,. but is prôbably .untrue, as- we
knowthat.Phenaréte, the mother of Socrates, was, a midwife, that Cleo-
patra 'wrote a treatise on the diseases of women and described a pessary,
and that Artemesia, Queen of Caria (B.C. 350) was'also -renowned :as
a midwiffe. It is questionable, therefore, -whether the confinements -of
ancient 'Grecce were not wholly supervised by midwives.

Certain beliefs and practices dating from a still earlier time ent
much to the mystery and superstition surrounding conception, impreg-
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nation and celivery, and made it possible fo.r these matters to-·be left
for centuries under the supervision of the Church, which in turn· con-.
trolled the miJWives. For example, the question of sterility was deter-
mined by wrapping the standing patient in a mantle, then fumigating
fromi Uelow. If the fumes emanated from the mouth or nostrils of the
patient so wrapped up, it was a sign of fecundity. Again, the Rabb
Kahana recognised virginity by the odor of wine that could be detected
at the vulva. The questions of virginity and fecundity were extremely
important and we find in the Talmud, and indeed all down through the
earliest literature, various means for their investigation and determi-
nation. For example, the diagnosis of virginity by loss of blood at co-
pulation might be unsatisfactory, and 'when in doubt a furthen test was
made much in the same way as already described for fecundity, that is,
fumigating below and ascertaining whether the odor of the fumes could
be determincd by the nostrils of the patient herseif. -Examination was
considered necessary if this test was likewise unsatisfactory. In a
very early treatise, the Haghigah, we flnd reference to the so-caUed

aura seinialis.' It was suggested that a wonan might be impreg-
nated by bathing in water in which males were 'wont to bathe. A cor-
ollary to this was found in the belief that in the Fountain of Conato,
which ran at the foot of Mount Argos, one might bathe and reacquire
vir.ginity. Wc are not told if the bathers were nasked. Other precepts,
from the same source, were thiat impregnation could not occur froin a
single cohabitation, and that pregnancy dated fron the intercourse
nearest to the menstrual period. Hence too- the belief, which has come
down to us, that a seven months' child would live and an eight months'
child would die; and that further if the mother and child died, the child
invariably perished first., An observation of movement after maternal
death, which miglit have been taken as contrary ·to this precept, was
explained by a comparison of these movements to those of the severed
tail of a lizard.

One, Trotula, of ithe School of Salerno, in the middle of the eleventh
century, obtained mueli renown. She believed that fumigation, sneez-
ing, coral about the ncck, or the placing of a large magnet in the right
hand would aid difficult labour. She was the first to teach the reposition
of prolapsed members, and rehabilitated the teaching of Soranus with
reference to supporting the distending perineum with cloths. She too
was the first to mention a complete tear of the perineum and its repair.
Still another interesting character was one Marguerite Cobbe, who at-
tended Elizabeth Woodville, the wife of Edward IV. at the birth of the
two princes, later murdered in the'Tower. She obtained for her services,
by lefters patenf, April 15th, 1470, an annuity of ten pounds sterling.
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As evidence of the social standing of 'the -Art it may be mentioned that
Yolande d'Aragon, the mother-in-law of Charles VII., assisted Mesdames
de Gaucourt and DeFienes in deciding upon the question of the virginity
of Joan of -Arc.

In France, up to the year 1200, the Church controlled the mid.-
wives. In this yeag the Faculty of Medicine was created and from this
time it became customary in the more difficult confinements to call the
aid of a surgeon. The earliest official record for Paris, that for the year
1290; gives the name -of. but two midwives or " ventrières." These
ventrières were charged at the Cliatelet with the decision of all medico-
legal questions, in addition to thèir duties as nidwives. In 1378 they
were attached to the Hotel Dieu, and in 1385 we find thein. for the first
time mentioned as " Jures du loi."· The origin of the name 'ventrière
seems to be in the custom of stroking fthe abdomen with ointients ti
facilitate the birth and lessen -the pain. The first legal regulation-of
the ventrières dates:fromn 1560 when we find it enacted that applicants
for the position must bring a witness of thei moral character, must
pass an examination before a physician, two surgeons and two -senior
midwives,fthen take tEe oath and obtain a diploma with the seal of the
Provost. They were allowed a special cmiblem of office. It was their
duty toreport any practise by non-licencees, and to call to any difficult
case a physician, a surgeon or one of the senior midwives. It vas ex-
pressly stipulated that one of the surgeons was to give an anatomical
demonstration yearly -for their benefit. 'The register of the year 1601
contains 60 na-mes.

Pre-eminent' among all the Frencli midwives of the period is one
Louise Bourgeois. Unlike nost of the others she was not attached to
the Hotel Dieu, though those in attendance at the Hotel Dieu obtained

greater experience and were, ex-officio, examiners of new candidates. Two
midwives, La Dupuis, and Peronne IBoyadon, botli of the Hotel Dieu,
were the examiners of Bourgeois, and the former objected to the can-
didate on the grounds that"' being the wife of a srgeon, she will fore-
gather with those cut-purses and we should receive rather artizans who
knov nothing of our affairs." All of which was probably true, but La
Dupuis paiid dearly-f or her caïdour.

Louise Bourgeois was the wife of a surgeon who, by lier account, had
studied for twenty years under Ambroise Paré, but whose later life
had not been a success. .Louise was led into the study and practice of
miidwifery, according to lier own quaint story, by the advice of one who
was struck by the remarkable way in which she herself had given birth
to lier children. Being able to read and write, she obtained much pre-
liminary instruction from her husband and finally completed lier studies
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in Paris, wliere her.first'case was the confinement of the wife of a street
porter. The report of this labour 'is amusing. " Struck by the large
quantity of liquid that came with the child, and knowing how danger-
ous it was to allow a woman who had just been cônfined, to go to sleep,
I addressed many questions to the patient during the time that I was
occupied with the baby." Once she received no reply, and hurriedly
placing the child on a pillow, she hastened to the patient, to find lier *in
a swoon. With the aid of vinegar and water, recovery was prompt and
coinplete. Tliis successful case was the occasion for much gossip and
she enjoyed great reputation anongthe poor. After five years of prac-
tice slie was sworn in at Paris on the 12th of November, 1598, one. of
hler examiners being, as noted previously, La Dapuis. From the time
of the examination lier one object was to pay back the obnoxious
Dupuis. whoi had about this time been engaged by Henry IV. to attend
the approaching confinement of Marie de Medici. 'Through the influ-
ence of the husband of one of her former patients, Bourgeois was broughlt
to the notice of the Court Physicians, and was made the second choice
'(after La Dupuis, who, as said, had already been selected) to couduct the
confinement. By circulating judiciously a slander of Dupuis, who was
accused of causinîg the death of Gabrielle d'Estre&, a mistress of the
King (who really died of eclampsia in lier fourth confinenent), she
gave a deadly blow to lier enemy, and after considerable further -wire-
pulling was finally selected, by the Queen herself, to take charge of. the
approaching labour.

Witkowskis book, ": Les Accouchements à la Cour," gives an interst-'
ing accounit ol the intrigue leading up to the employment of Bourgeois
and of the confinement itself. A disinclination of some of ber most
powerful friends to introduce the midwife to the Queen, on the g-ounds
that they theniselves werc nost recently married; a very natural. desire
of the King that the attending midwife should be of great experience;
and his anxiety during the actual course of the labour lest the Royal
Hlousehold should fäl To. be present on time; the numerous suggestions
by bystanders, dufing the labour, of. methods to relieve pain; Bourgeois'
politic mianner of ingratiating herself with various nembers of the Court
by means of ingenious covert signals of the sex: of ·the new arrival

(already pronised as a boy in virtue of the King's conversion to Catholi-

cism) her indignant resentmen't of attempts at faniliarity by Henry,
wlio was reportec to have been on terms of great intimacy with Dupuis
who acted for his niany mistresses; aud finally the commendations of
the Court upon the successful termination of the labour,-all make most

nusing reading.
The great success of thue new midwife in this, the first confinement of
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the Queen, naturally led to further engagements and success. Thus,
in the Queen's second confinement, it is detailed how the efforts of
Bourgeois were successful in, preventing the engagement of a wet nurse,
the wife of a patient of lier husband, one w-ho had undergone treatment
for lues. At the birth of .the third child, Christiennq, the result was
so satisfactory thlat the midwife was presented with a gold collar and
chain as a badge of office. In the Queen's fourth confinement. when
the Duke d'Orleans was, born, the presentation was rightly recognized as
a breech, and at the request of the King, Honoré, a well known surgeon
in Paris at the time, was present but did lot participate. At the fifth
confinement,. the birth of the Duke d'Anjou, which took place in the
absence of the King, the child was boni "face to pubes," or, as Bour-
geois, says, "looking up to heaven." The midwife naïvely says that:

Not.one in 100 is born .so, and in all my experience I have not seen
30.' She quaintly adds, "Seeing this, I considered it a good onen for
France, and for himself, and was accordingly deliglited." The midwife's
delight seems to have infected the Court, and we are told that "one
Mademoiselle de Renouillier, the first maid of honour to the Queen, was
so violently embraced by one of the King's guards that thouglh she had
but one tooth ho swallowed that." The sixth confinement, when Henri-
etta, afterwards the wife of Charles i. of England, was born, was made
the occasion for the d^mand by Bourgeois for recognition of so much
time lost in attendance upon the Queen. Through the intercession of
the latter, a pension 'was proposeu-600 crowns per annum,-and the
Ring -finally. gave assent, thougli not on the terms demanded. He
offered 300 crowns annually' and for each male child a further 500 crowns,
and for each female, 300 crowns. Unfortunately this pension ran for
but a short tine, as the following year the King died.

The association of the midwife and the Queen, however, did not end
here, for the intimacy of the Queen with the Maréchal. d'Ancre -is well
known, and was well known at the time. 'Two comments on this inti-
macy are worthy o! reptition. On one occasion 'the Queen is said to
have turned to a courtier with the demand,-" Apportez moi mon voile,"

to be met with the smiling reply,-" Madame, in navire qui est à
P'Ancr n'a pas autrement besoin de voiles," while at Paris a popular
song of the time was,

Si Ta reine alloit avoir
Un enfant dans le ventre
Il serodt bien noir'
Car il seroit d'Ancre."
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Whether on account of lier influence with the Queen or no, Bour-
geois was engaged to attend Madame de Montpensier, the wife of Gaston
d'Orleans, who died in child-bed after the birth of the child later kmown
as La Grande Mademoiselle. An autopsy was demanded by Maxie de
Medici and the findings are worthy of report in detail:-" We (here
follow the names of seven surgeons among whom Guillemeau is prob-
ably the best known), have opened the body and carefully examined
its interio.r; we found the cavity of the abdomen to contain bloody fluid,
the intestines full ·of air, the liver dry and small, the gall bladder very
large, the spleen increased in all its dimensions, the kidneys small and
well formed and the bladder small. The uterus was bathed in the bloody
fluid found in the hypogastrium, and ivas gangrenous from its neck to
the fundus, particularly on the left side and that pai3t touching on the
rectum. On its right wall was found a sinall portion of the placenta
that could be with difficulty separated by the fingers. We have found
the lungs healthy and without any adhesion to the ribs, the heart very
small, the pericardium almost without fluid. The brain was without
any abnormality.'

Could there be a truer picture of an acute puerperal infection?
Thougli Bourgeois was not specially mentioned in this report she be-

lieved herself attacked, andl published a few days later a tirade entitled
"The Apology of Louise Bourgeois, born Boursier, against the Report
of the Physicians." ' By your report," says she, "you make it well
known thât you understand nothing at all of the placenta and of the
uterus of a' woman, either before or after lier confinement; no more
than your'master, Galen, who, having never married and having been but
little concerned with wonen in labour, undertook to advise the mid-
wives in a book, where lie bas distinctly shown that he never knew the
pregnant uterus of a wonan nor even the after-birth."

:To this direct atfack Guillemeau replied, and fixed the blame for the
unfortunate result on the midwife's maladroit attenipts to remove an
s.ldherent placenta. "l The Princess was in labour fron four in the
morning till six in the afternoon. In order to deliver the after-birth,
this good woman pressed for three quarters of an hour, but lier diffi-
culty was too great. The patient was made to eat fresh eggs, to place
lier fngers in her mouth, and to make much effort, exactly as if the
treatment had been for the wife of a poor labourer. Her belly was
pressed upon, as was also the uterus, without any consideiation of what
miglit occur 'after so much violence to a princess so susceptible and

delicate. She complained of great pain on the left side where the coin-
pression and contusion had been the greatest; to this spot the patient,
yet suffering princess carried lier hand continually. She showed great
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distress and told how much ,she suffered, yet tiere was no- cessation. to
the bandaging and pulling to which lier abdomen was subjected, and
compression was made without any consideration of the pain it induced.
What followed?-injury, inflammation and then gangrene."

Witkowski says: " The Bourgeois paid dear for her susceptibility; she
lost the confidence of the -Court and the aristocracy and she was then
64 years of· age."

Bourgeois' chief contribution to the literature of obstetrics, is con-
tained in lier well known " Instiuction à ma fille," where she lays down
many principles which are not without inteiest even at the present day.
It is impossible to rtrans1ate this lengthy article in detail; suffice it to
say, that she starts in by exhorting lier danghter to understand fully all
tlie-details of lier cliosen profession. Her own success is ascribed to the
intercession of P1henaréte, the mother of Socrates, who las been ever her
guiding star. The'daughter stai-ts out under particularly favourable
auspices for " a physician is the husband of your sister, your husband
will be a physician, one of your brothers is a graduate in pharmacy,
your father is a surgeon, and I am a midwife. The medical body is
intact in our house." -

"C When those of e4perience instruct others concerning the difficulties
they have met, and how they have escapedperils, it is possible for those
so guided to move more smoothly along their chosen road."

'C Hide nothing of the remedies that you find good, fron physicians
and wise men, otherwise you are no better than a charlatan."

" For no gain under -Heaven give yourself to practises as do those
damned ones who give remedies to induce abortion; even those who come
for the remedies do you cruel wrong."

"Avoid. those who look.to you to innocently aid tliem in their dam-
nable design, and send tbem to the physicians, which you eau readily do,
by saying that is an affair for them."

"NeCve.r ascribe occuIt powers to the .membranes which sometimes
cover the breecli or shoulders of a child, and which the sorcerers are
accustoned to use. Several, who otlerwise I would have believed to be
perfectly righteous people, have asked me for these things, and others
haveoffered me money, but I bave sent them away."en

c There are enough midwives sufficiently foolish to bewilling to enter
into dislionest houses, and good ones should not destroy their honour.by
going with suchi people."

"Never take into your house for confinement cither girl or, voman.'?
For this counsel Bourgeois gives in detail instances that have come under
ber notice wherc the result of the practice has been extremely disastrous.
Among these is the following:-"I would tell you apropos of this, of a

1yM
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woman well known in the Fauburg Ste. Germain, a midwife upriglit and
renowned, who secretly delivered a courtizan, a whitened sepulchre, who
appeared to be without any blemish. This unfortunate woman was at-
tainted with lues, and gave tie disease to the unfortunate midwife, at
that time about 60 years of age, and ignorant of ber condition. As a
result of this contamination she infected some 35 families, not only the
wives, but the husbands, and also the children through their mothers.
There of course resulted serious domestic strife, and it was difficult to
know what to do. It was found out that each woman had been delivered
by the midwife, who was sent for to be examined. She came with..her
hand wrajped up, and it was found that there hiad been an injury' to
the hand, but that the trouble had nearly disappeared. Further exami-
nation was demanded which the midwife refused. The matter was finally
arranged in an ingenious way. Two young women recently married,
who were very anxious for care by this midwife, addressed themselves
to an elderly surgeon, a widower, in the neighbourhood of the Abbey
Ste. Germaine, and deianded whether it was possible to cure the woman
without an examination. 'This being decided in the negative, they in-
duced the surgeon by the promise of material advancement, to marry
the midwife and then to treat her. In Bourgeois' words, " He married
her and then he treated her. I knew them both."

Her comments on the difference between the young women of her own
time and those of a later date are astonishingly niodern:-" Formerly,",
she says, " in times gone by, children remained children for a long time.»
Now they resemble trees which flourish early aid for a little time, -but
w-]ich the slightest wind prevents carrying fruit. Al these evils come
from the unusual liberty of the young women."

Her many comments on the inner life of' the Court are from a more
intimate standpoint than those to be obtained from other writers of the
same period.

She notes the ill effect of the conversation of friends of the preg-
nant woman, and condemns the popular practice of visiting by friends
who undertake to tell the pregnant woman ol all the ills which may
befall ber. She points out the necessity for the presence of the midwife
even though labour may terminate naturally, and how a very slight devi-
ation from the normal may result in the death of mother and child.

She compares a woman in labour to a ship, or to again use her own
words, '' Therer is no comparison more apt in representing the pregnant
woman and her confinement than to compare the process with naviga-
tion. The woman, a vessel of importance, carries a passenger, also of
importance; the midwife is a ,pilot, the director of the vessel. I wil
say then that when such persons make a voyage, the first thing they
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should do is .to choose' the wisest one they are able, one who knows how
to raise or lower the sails, who knows a land where it is possible to anchor
in order ,that the storm may pass, and who knows perfectly the mariner's
chart and the compass, to the end that they may know at all hours of the
day or night into .what land the storm had th;rown the vessel. This is
more important since one may *strike an island of savages or the land of
the Turks, and there is nothing less to be desired than a cruel death or
perpetual slavery. There is little similarity between a small ramiffication
of a vein and the vena cava, or,between the sea and a small river, (sic ?)
and, yet sailors, either inexperienced or drunk may even in times of ,alm
cause the loss of passengers or merchandise. How could a merchant place
lHs life or his goods in such hands:? There are those who have neither
weight nor measuré and do not understand how to guide 'a vessel with
which they are charged. They make a noise as if they were going faster
tian the otliers, but tFey cost more than their weight in gold."

Never show astonishment if things do not go as you expect, for sur-
prise troubles your susceptibilities, and one who remains in command
of herself is capable of surmounting all.'

"jFew women appreciate their nidwives as they did in times past;
these when the midwife died, took on mourning and prayed to God that
tliey may have no more children. Now many engage midwives as an
ordinary servant, changing each year, paying so much for so much done.
Such are these young women who with their first children select a man
to confine them. I blush for them. I assure you that neither their Mo-
ther nor their grandmother were so cared for." She retails further an
instance .where, thougli slie knew all was going well, the friends of the
patient insisted'on a consultation, and how it was possible for a surgeon
to be admitted to tie room and even to examine the patient without the
patient's cognizance.

A suggestion with reference to the diagnosis of pregnancy is that the
midwife should not meddle in these things, because reputation is a very
delicate thing and she should wait until the confinement when she may
be' doubly sure.

ToBourgeois has often been accredited the rehabilitation of -the
operation'of version which for about a thousand years had fallen into-
disuse. Later, and more careful investigation, showed that this rehabi-
litation of version should be attributed, not to Bourgeois, but to Am-
broise Paré. For this we liave the evidence of Guillemeau, who, after
successfully treating a central placenta prSvia in the daughter of his mas-
ter Paré, noted that the success was not entirely his but should be rather
attributed to his master froin whom he learned the operation. More-
over Bourgeois in reporting the result of version in a similar case, says
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that in earlier cases her results might have been more, satisfactory had'
she, at that time, heard of the operation having been successfully prac-'
tised some years before.

In addition to the account of the labours of the Queen, and her
instructions to her daughter, Bourgeois' contributions to obstetrics are
given in a book, "Diverse Observations on Sterility, Abortion, Fecun-
dity, Delivery, and on the Diseases of Women and the New-born
Child," 1690, which contains much of interest and value. Among the
many interesting features may be noted the advice to use styptics in
case of bleeding in pregnancy, and further the value of turning and
extracting by means of the foot. She notes that the cervix in the cases
where the placenta comes lirst, "is as soft as' if labour had already well
started." She refers to fwelve different presentations of the child, and
notes a£î. abdominal presentation,-where the child's arms and legs are
extended; she speaks of the danger of prolapse of the cord, making, so
far as known in the history of obstetrics, the first reference to this acci-
dent. She believed that the cord must be inmediately replaced or the
blood would coagulate in the vessels and so cause the child to breathe
in utero and die. After replacing the cord version should be under-
taken in the intervals of the pains, and the child should be extracted
by both feet. In transverse presentations one or other side might pre-
sent, and here again version and extraction was the only treatment. In
shoulder presentations she advises introducing the hand into the uterus,
turning the child, and making the head present.

To replace a prolapsed arm, the band of the child should-be immersed
in very cold water, or cold compresses should be applied about: the arm.
If these methods failed, replace the arm mianually, then thrn and extract.
If both hands were prolapsed these vould frequently draw back sponta-
neously if the patient was placed with the head low and the feet clevat-
ed. If this was unsuccessful cold water should be tried, and 'if this in
turn failed, replace manually and then turn, either to maake the head
or the feet present.

In complete breech presentations, extraction should be made during
pains; but in the inconplete breech, the foot should be secured in the in-
terval, and extraction should be made during the pains. If the pains were
weak the foot should be replaced, and then, when the pains are more se-
vere, extraction couldi be accomplishced by traction on both feet. lu the
complete variety, the foot shouldbe secured before the breech fixed in the
pelvis, for, if it iras allowed to engage, the child came so doubled up
that it was born only with great difficulty and with great danger to
the mother.

Prolapse of the cord in head presentations might occur where there
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was much liquor amnii, or if the waters escaped at a time when- the
cervix was not tight about the child's head. If this did occur the cord
should be shoved up over the head, and, if it came down again, it should
he replaced and. a tampon applied, at the same time the patient should
be postured with the pelvis elevated. Where there was prolapse of an
arm in a head presentation, this posturing of the patient would generally
sufice.

Bourgeois was the first to give an adequate description of face pre-
sentations. She notes the importance of not confusing face with breech
prsentations and gives a rational therapy, in the advice that in the ma-
jority of cases the child will be born spontaneously. Improper flexion of
the head could be corrected by posturing of the patient; or if not, the
hand should be introduced and the correction made.

In all cases where a midwife was unsuccessful in her attempts' to
correct abnormalities, either a surgeon or another midwife should be called
rather than allow the mother or child to perish.

The twelfth presentation of which she speaks is the normal head
presentation. She notes the necessity of being careful in the delivery
of the head, to note whether the cord is about the neck or no, and. she
says that there may be coils about the neck to the number of four. If
it is impossible to draw. the-cord down over the head eut the cord and
tie both ends. Here again is a new suggestion.

If the body of the child has been delayed after the delivery of the
head. the finger should be introduced into either the anterior or posterior
axilla, and the child so exfracted. This again is a new idea. She says
nothing of the care of the perineum,-was she sufBloiently wise to know
of the futility?

In one of her chapters she speaks of the delivery of the placenta, 'and
oflthe necessity of placing the hanc on the abdomen in order to deter-
mine its.situation. 3lanual removal of the placenta she had never known
to be necessary, and she would prefer to leave this operation to the sur-
geons-the frst definite recognition of the danger of this proceeding.
In still another chapter, she spear-s of post partum hmorrhage, advises
bandaging the abdomen, and notes the value of cold compresses; particu-
larly' was .it important that the patient should, not be allowed to sleep.
Further on, she notes the necessity of a true anatomical knowledge of
the uterus and placenta in order to know how the latter may be properly
expressed, and speaks of the value of attending post mortem examina-
tions in order that sucli true knowledge may be obtained. Sad, that-
insufficient knowlcdge on these very points, and a post mortem exami-
nation, should be lier undoing.

We have noted how Guillemeau saved the life of Paré's daugliter by
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version. In association with him- at this time was one La Charonne, for
whom he notes that he "had a high esteem." To even up, we now
"blame it on the nurse."

iiother prominent midwife in the 16th Cëntury was Alice Massey,
the midwife of Elizabeth, wife of Henry VII., who we are tolé received
ten pounds a year for lier services. An interesting detail too is recorded
of one Elizabeth Gonsford, who baptised infants who were slow in being
delivered, "-In the name of the Father," etc., « I naie thee Denis"-
lî this the origin of the popular slang phrasez

About the year 1665, one Miss Willoughby, obtained great ;enown on
account of ber delivery of the daughter of a clock maker, " who knew
nothing of lier labour until she saw the child." This was made widely
known by Dr. Willoughby, the father of the midwife, who also related
how bis daughter had recognized a breech presentation, and had brouglit
him to confirm ber diagnosis, how lie had entered on his hands and knees
at ber suggestion, and made an examination, though of necessity so
rapici, and under such excitement, that lie was unable to confirm. ber
opinion, which nevertFleless proved to be a correct one.

Towards the end of the 17th Century one Lebany helped into the
world James Francis Edward, the son of James IL. Hugh'Chanberlain,
w-ho was to have been present at the confinement, arrived too late, and
accused the midwife of having substituted another child for the one ex-
pected. An action for damages resulted and the midwife received 500
guincas damages.

Up to this time, both in England and in Germany, the practice of
obstetrics was prohibited to the men, and some of the niidwives gained
great fame. Marguerite Fuss, one of the most celebrated, was the daugli-
ter of one Katherine, a well-born, registered midwife. Married at 22
years, she herself had no children, and as ber husband led a dissipated
life she separated from'him and began the practice of obstetries, acting
first as assistant to her mother, who later died and left her a smalllegacy.
She stndied af Strassburg, then, affer two years, went to Cologne. On
account of her recognized alility she was engaged by the Courts of
Holland and Denmark where she bad great success and obtained con-
siderable remuneration. At an advanced age she accepted the position
of midwife to the Princess Sybilla, of Brieg. Mothe. Marguerite, as she
was known in Brieg, was a notable character and was one of the first to
adopt the large bonnet and cloak which we are accustomed to seo de-
picted as the characteristie garb of the midwife. Her attentions were
not entirely occupied with obstetries for we are told that she maintained
order along the young women of the Court; also that during the serious
illness of ber patron she had a disagreement with the physicians
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in charge, over the trealtment employed. She promised that if she was
allowed to treat tie case in lier own way recovery would be certain. Un-
fortunately death ensued, and Marguerite herself died of chagrin. Iler
funeral was conducted wi.th great pomp and she was given a special
tomb by the side of lier mistress. Her obstetric instruments were divided
among the midwives of the Duchy and we are told that greatest among
the services for whicli she was honored, was tle introduction of the
syringe into the Duchy of Brieg.

0f the micwives attached to the Hlotel Dieu in the 18th' Century was
one Marie Duges, born in 1730, died 1797. She too was the daughter
of a midwife, one Jonet, and in turn, lier daughter was the famous
Madame Lachapelle. Duges' services te the Court of Louis XVI. were
made the object of special mark and .reward, and when, in, spite of her
great skill, the results at the Ilotel Dieu were found to be not at all
satisfactory, the Convention of 1795, at lier request, transferred the Ma-
ternity; to the Convent of Port Royal, which from this tfine on became
known as the Hospital of the Maternity.

The most famous character in the 18th Century is probably au Englisli
woman, one Elizabeth NS7ihell. This woman was admitted to the Hotel
Dieu, at Paris, in 1747, thanks to the protection of the Duke of Orleans;
and in spite of. the fact that she was a Protestant. After lier return to
England, she waged vigorous warfare against the accoucheurs of Lon-
don, who were attempting to supplant the midwives, and she attacked
Smellie with special vehemence. Among her tirades against him occurs
the following: '' He accuses us of being particularly interested. I am
able to prove that I have delivered more than 900 wonien, free and for
charity. I doubt that our worthy doctor lias done as much, at least if
he does not count as charity cases the deliveries he has made on thei an-
1ilen which serves him as a model for the students. This, is a wooden
efigy, representing a pregnant woman, the belly of leaither, and a, small
bladder, filled wi'th beer, taking the place of the uterus. This bladder
is closed with a noose, to which is attached a cord, which can be pulled
at any moment and so demonstrate the rupture cf the- membranes.
Lastly within the bladder is a wax doll with which is denonsrtated the
different positions. This admirable niechanism is of great renown among
the accoucheurs scattered through London and the country. According
to Smellie's own adm.ssion lie lias within the past ten years, in-
strueted 900 pupils, not to speak of the midwives, in the same mi-
raculous manner. These worthy pupils, instructed in such a man-
ner, are fhey not particularly capable of judging flie condition of
pregnant women and of the infant they bear2 Are th-ey not truly
'au fait' with the subject of anatomy which is especially insisted
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upon for the midwives? And should tiey not have a. fme
tact, subtilty and knowledge, and be able. to. recognize at once
the analogy between such a machine and a body, sensitive, dCeli-
cate, and well organized." She waged particular war àgainst the use,
of instruments, a grave problem at this time, arid here she undoubtedly did
a great deal of good. She says that 'n spite of the smiling way iii
which the instruments are recommended to the suffering paetient, the
assurance that they will do no harm, that the child will not be at
all marked, or if at all very little, all the time the operator. "C liés
like an o.rdinary tooth-puller."

The 19th Century brings to our notice Madame Lachapelle (b. 1769,
d. 1829). It is noted of her that she rarely employed a forceps but when
obliged to do so took care to show it to the patient, to explain it use,
and to demonstrate its necessity, and advantages;'so assured the patient
had no hesitation in leaving herself, with confidence, to lier dexterity.
She was well known as tTie "Good Madame Lachapelle.' It is noted
that lier conversation was agreeable and not without originality; when
a serious tear was produced during the course of a labour, she simply
smiled and said ' Bah, the rascal will now cone all the easier.". Later
again was one Marie Bovin, born in 1773, died 1841. Mme. Boivin was
a Doctor of Medicine of the University of Marburg, and was decorated
by the King of P.russia. At one time she had hopes of being receivcd
as associate of tie Academy of Medicine, at Paris, but having failed in
lier candidacy took the matter quite calimly, saying "the mid.wives of the
Academy had no use fdr me." She wrote a book on obstetrics noted for
its excellent illustrations. The success of her work aroused the jealousy
of Madame Lachapelle, the Directress of the Maternity, who did her best
to undermine Boivin. Dupuytren is said to have remarked pf Boivin,
c she bas an eye at the, end of her finger." Her chief contribution to

obstetrics was the modification of the speculum, a rounding pf the edgs
which permitted the infroduction without pain.

Marie Louise Rondet, born ai Sudan, 1800, is noted for the.invention
of the laryngeal tübe for the resuscitation of asphyxiated infants. The
instrument was undoubtedly invented by Rondet, but the Academy attri-
buted the basal idea to one of its inembers, Chaussier, ," for, the idea of
filling the lungs of asphyxiated infants with air, was conmmnn to all phy-
sicians possessing even the sligTmtest notions of physiology."

For Americans a name of importance is Elizabeth Blackwell. •This

woman, a teacher in one of tlie common schodIs of Kentuelcy, took up
the study of medicine as a pastime and was accustomed for a long time
to practice the art among the poor women of her district. This irregular
practice was not satisfactory, inasmuch as it seemed often more danger-
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ous than advantageous 'for thé sick, and noreover she wishêd to have
the legal right to practice"nmedicine. In May, '1840, shé *ent to Philaý'
delphia and vainly démanded to be adinitted' as a student in one of the
schools of medicine., Permission .vas réfused, but finally, aftei having
specially studicd anatomy and physiology, she was admitted to the
school at Geneva, New York. it' is worthy of note that the Faculty on
this occasion left the' decision regarding the admission of Miss Black-
well, to the studenfs, and they, aftér serious discussion, decided that
it was only right that she should be admitted. She entered in November,
1842, and fromd the time of her admission till: graduation it is noted that
she stood always at the head 'of the various classes. After obtaining
her diploma, ii- 1874, 'she 'continued hër study in England, Germany,
and at last in' Paris. After considera blë difficulty she entered the Ma-
ternity, tlanks to special dispensation, and later settled in New York
as professor of hygienie in. one of thenmedical schools there.

FIVE CASES OF TUBEECULOSIS OF, AND ABOUT, THE EYBS.

RICLARD KERtRY, M.D.

Oculist to the 'Western Hospital, the Children's Memorial Hospital, and
. the Montreal Dispensary, Montreal.-

The following series of live cases of tuberculosis of the eyes, rathe.r a
-rare 'affection in this part of; the world, occurring at short intervals, to-
gether with one of the ear d,rum, which was treatéd in the-same manner
and with similar result, form a group, interesting both frum a- statis-
tical poiit' of view and froni the results obtained, the latter seeming
to indicate that the mefthod of treatment followed is well worth extend-
ed and careful trial.

I 'am indebted to Dr. G. A. Brown, who is in charge of the clinie
for tuberculosis at the Montreal Dispensary, for suggesting the remedy'
used, and for carrying out the detail of nost of these cases.' The'
treatment followed consisted in injecting hypodermically four grains of
iodoform once or twice a week, according to the severity. of the case;
the preparation used being a mixture of twenty per cent. of powdeped
iodofôrm with paraffin oil containing one per- cent. of: carbolic acid.

Details of pulse and temperature, -and the 'routine use. of .mydriatics,
agesics, ate." have not been included in the -report, since they furnish

no points of:special interest.
Case 9.-R. -., a little girl aged seven, who was .brought to -the

Montreal Dispensary for advice as to'her eyes was, on eiamination, found
to have a sinus leading into each of 'the lacrymal sacs; that- on the
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right being quite small, .piercing the tirsues just above the intrnal pal-
pebral ligament; and surrounded by a strawberry-coloured, area, about
the size of a split.pea. On the left side a larger-sinus opened into the
lower part of the sac,-. around which was a mass of reddened and infil-
trated tissue about the size.of a- curant.,

From the unusual position. of the perforation on the right side, and
the infiltrated tissue, a provisional diagnosis of tuberculosis of 'the la-
erymal sacs was made.

Both sacs were:treated by probing. once, and syrngng every second
day with a mild alkaline solution, after -liich .a few drops of solution
of bichloride. of mercury were injected.

Under this treatmént the fistuloe clised promptly, but the infiltratcd
areas did not diminish in size, and after a few weeks the sinuses re-
opened and the discharge was re-established. The tumour on the left
side had increased both in extent' and prominence, and iuvolved the
under-lying bone. The appearance of the altered tissue was now quite
characteristic of tuberculosis, and the presence of great numbers of
tubercle bacilli in the abundant discharge confirmed the diagnosis of
tuberculosis of the lacrymal sacs.

The child was referred to the clinic for tuberculosis for treatment
with iodoform injections, and as we were anxious to test the effect of
the drug in this case, all local treatment was for the tiie withheld.

'The sinus on the riglit side closed almost immediately, and the tissues
about it began to blanch; once only was there a recrudescence of the in-
fiammation, but this lasted' only a day or two and was not accompan-
ied by reopening of the sinus. On the left side the discharge lessened
but slowly; the tuberculoma, however, diminished fairly rapidly and
steadily until, after about thrce months, it liad practically disappeared.
Local treatment was now again employed to check the discharge and to
close the opening, resulting in a short time in healing of the sinus
and apparent reestablishment of function.

The child. was seen about a year after trèatment had been discon-
tinued; there was no sign of recurrence, and a year later the Mother
reported all well.

Case II.-I. R., a girl aged 18 years, came ·to the Montreal Dispen-
sary for treatment, the right eye being inflamed.

Exaniination showed a condition quite similar to that caused by a
mild attack of interstitial keratitis, with utiiform grayish infiltiation
extending from the limbus of the upper and inier quadrant to the
centre of the cornea.

After a few days ·the infiltration became patchy in appearance, the
intervening cornea becoming clearer and the opacitics more dense;
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and a little later still, there was loss of substance over the denser spots
and general roughening of the surface.

She was treated in a ;routine manner for a couple of weeks, the con-
dition of the eye becoming steadily worse. There was now some in-
tensifi'cation of the infiammatory symptoms, the iris being.involved, in
the process, becoming incarcerated by posterior synechiS, and showing
several tubercles on the anterior surface.

Further investigation of the case furnished no evidence of syphilis,
nor was any tubercular focus found elsewhere on thorough examina-
tion of tlie patient; there was, however, some enlargement of the pre-
auricular gland. One sister had. a cervical adenitis, the immediate
family history being otherwise negative.

The patient was sent to the Western Hospital, where the eye was
opened and some powdered iodoform was introduced into the anterior
chamber. There was almost no increase in the inflammatory .symptoms
after the operation, and she was in a few days referred back, to. the
Dispensary for treatment.

Under a course of iodoform injections the eye steadily iipr'oved,
and in threet months' time she was discharged. There had, at .this
time, been no sign of inflammation for several weeks, the cornea show-
ing a few lessening opacities, the vision being normal.

After an interval of about six weeks she again came to the clinic,
the eye showing slight ciliary injection, and dausing occasional pain
and disconfort. Owing to the difference in the a.ppearance of the- eye
from that presente~d at the beginning of the previous attack, it was
at first thougit that the condition was not due to the sanie cause, and
some valuable time was lost before commencing treatment. Iodoform
was again introduced into the anterior chamber, causing rather more
reaction than previously, but before the hypodermic injections could
be begun a second time the. patient ceased attendance. After a period
of more than a month she reappeared with the eye hopelessly disor-
ganized, and requested me to remove it, since it was. necessary that she
should work for her living. In view of the possibility of general infec-
tfon,. and as the, eye,, could at best be of but little use, this vas accord-
,ingly done. Sections. of the eye, kindly prepared for us by Dr. Tooke,
furnished abundant evidence of tubercle.

Had this case been treated without interruption, frpm the time- of
the reappearance of the inflammation, I have little dou.b that the eye
would have been saved, an opinion which finds confirmatio4in the course
of the subsequent cases.

Case III.-D. P., a girl aged eight years, who was réferreTt' In by
Dr. D. F. Gurd, at the end of December, for phlyctenule in the left eye,
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which resisted treatment, presented appearances similar to the last case,
though the corneal involvement was neither so uniforin nor extensive.
She was treated expectantly till the fifteenth of January, when the
appearance of tubercle on the iris and loss of substance of the cornea
justified a diagnosis of tuberculosis of the eye.

Examination by the patient's physician gave no evidence of tubercu'-
ldsis elsewhere, excepting enlargement of the cervical glands of same side.
Calmett reaction: two trials negative.

Excepting that the eye was not opened, the course, and; up to a certain
point the treatment, were quite similar to those of the last case. In
jections were begun in the mniddle of January and continued till the
end of March. By this time the tubercles had disappared, the in-
flammation had subsided, and the opacities had lessened in extent. The
surface of the cornea, howeve.r, remained rough, and about the middle
of May the eye became inflamed and treatment was again begun. On
the twentiéth of May two tubercles were seen in the cornea, which in
another week had disappeared and the' eye gave no further' signi of
activYe trouble.

At the end of June she left for the Laurentian Mountains, coming
down once oi: twice during the summer for examination, the last injec
tion being given on the tenth of July.

Late in September examination of the eye showed an elongated ne-
bula across the cornea, no sign of involvement of the uvea was présent,
and wiïth suitable correction normal vision was obtained. Up to the
present time, more than a year afterwards, there has been no sign df
recurrence.

Case IV.-J. McC., a woman aged twenty-six, came to the Montreal
Dispensary with the right eye in a condition' similar to that described
n the last two icases, and was treated expectantly for a couple of weeks,

though little doubt was entertained as to fhe diagnosis.
Some years previously she was in hospital for an intractable infla'm-

matory affection of -the eyes, no diagniosis being inade, the subsidence
of the symptoms being subsequent to thle insertion of a· seton iii the
right temple. She left the hospital with-leucoinita and synechioeiin
both eyes, the visal acuity being much lowered. On the appearance
of tubele on -the iris she was -referred to the clinic for stuberculosis for
treatment.

Examination revealed infiltration of the left apex with enlargement
of the cervical glands of the- same side. One sister had died from
pulmonary tuberculosis

The pointa of interest. in tiis case were the protracted course, lasting
from August till the following June before active processes could be
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said to have ceased, and the numerous crops of' tubercl a. earing in
the iris, -there being six or seven at 'least.' The patient. Éouktcome to
the clinie, after a period 'during which tie' eyé had shown ho sign of:
active trouble, with ciliary injection and some increase of subjeetive
symptoms.

This, as we soon learned, heralded the appearance of tubercles on the
iris, which would form in a f ew day's time and by another week would,
have disappeared. The inflammatory signs would then' subside, the onily
apparent difference being a lessening of the exudate, the absorption
of which seemed to be facilitated by the exacerbation, which each time
left the -eye in better condition than before. The apparent beneficial
effect of tubercle formation was strikingly illustrated in this case, be-
ing evidence of heightened resistance to, and not of extension of the·
disease.

In spite of former séàrring, the patient' when tested about the end
of September, could read 6/9 with correction, vision in righl being
better than that in the other eye." ,Tieré was no dense opacity of the
cornea: although posterior synechiS were f airly extensive.

I am not without hope thaf continued' treatment may result in fur-
ther freeing the iris as the use of iodoform seemis to favour absorption
of exudate. The eye, when last seen, had shown no sign of active
trouble, and had been free from irritation for' thre months.

Case V.-R. B., aged '17, French-Canadian girl. This case was diag-
nosed frôma the appearance of the cornea, the patchy' op'acities subse-
quent to uniform infiltration' being marked, while the subacute pe,
sistent ty'of inflammation was also characteristic. Thé was at no
time 'defnite. tubercle formation which could be observed. microscopi-
cally, although certain of the denser spots in the cornea were, in: all
probability, tubercles. 'The presence of a lesion in the righ't lung and of
éilarged cervical glands on the same side, leaves, ·however,' little doubt
as to the correctness of the diaghosis. The absenceéof tubercle- on 'the
i;ris in this case, is possibly due to the injedtions having been begun
early, there being no period of expectant treatment as in, the eother
cases..

In about foui inonths" time t!L' eye becamé quiescent, 'hei;'bedLg
only a sligit nb1a on~ t'e 'c- Short1y afterwards' the patient
ceased- attendance, although she. had been 'told that furthei triatient
would be necessaiy to èradicate theâ isease'

Récently she' cam again to the. élinic after an absence of about tbree
months, with -a 'simila; éondition inithe opp6site eye, 'hich under
treatment, is imiproving rapidly and should, int a "few weeks tiime, be
normal. The right eye shows no 'sign of reenrrence. '
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While there is, of course, no justification for sweeping generalizations
based upon such a limited series or results, still the fact that, all cases
improved while under .treatment and retrogressed when it was ·with-
drawn too soon is significant. The comparison, too, of the'results ·wmth
those usually obtained in this disease, i.e., commonly loss of the eye,'
is also striking.

While there is no guarantee that the disease will not recur in any.
of these cases, still I feel confident that should it do so, a short 'course
of treatment will eradicate the trouble.

As iodoform seems to favour tubercle formation, which, so far as our
observation goes, is always followed by dispersion and absorption, there
is no tendency toward encapsulation, and the danger of the disease be-.
coming dormant is practically nil, which lessens considerably'the chance
of recurrence. In those cases in which the disease has again shown:
activity it has always done so within six weeks and in all these patient5i
the arrest of the process has lasted for a longer. time, six months to
over two years being the range, the fifth case which is still under treat-
ment being, of course, excepted.

Although the employment of iodoform in tuberculosis is not of recent
institution, yet the systematic use of hypodermic injections of it lias
not been at all general.

Some thirty years ago Bilroth deputed one of his assistants to test the
use of iodoform in tuberculosis, and it' was then noticed that when in-
jecfed into the tissues around a sinus the drug was more efficacious than
wlien'injected into the sinus, as -in the latter case ·it often remainedcfor,
a considerable time ahnost-unchanged in the cavity. Tiese observations,
however, do not seem to have been -followed to their logical conclusion.
Seeing %hat in one instancet the remedy is employed outside the inflam-
matory barrier which nature has set.up to oppose: the progress of thq
pathological prcess, and that in the other it is available where most'
required, at the advancing point' of the disease in the newly invaded
tissues, there seems to be good, reason for resoiting.to. this method. of
using the drug.

The patients in this series, with one exception, belonged to the poorer.
class, and were without the beneficial; effects 'of. good hygienie surround-
ings and special diet; so that adventitious 'circumstances had no marked
effect on the~result.

The diagnosis has been confirmed i each case excepting the fifth, and
although it may be urged that this case. is one of ordinary interstitial
keratitis, still the .complete. difference in. course, appearance,. and! 'sub-:
jective symptoms, from the typical form of parenchymatous kerstitis,
the identity, in the same respects with the-former cases: of the series,
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and the presence of tuberculosis elsewhere, leave, I think, no reasonable,
doubt as to the character of the trouble.

The history and course of the other tubercular lesions in these patients
has'not been given, but they will be published in the report of. the Tuber
culosis Clinic of the Montreal Dispensary. The patients axe, at present,
all doing wel so far as is known.

Experience has shown though, that treatment should, be kept up for
some time after apparent cure, but as seen from the foregoing reports,
the patients frequently fail to atend so soon as they think themselves
cured.

While avoiding the vexed questions of "Ogres for Tuberculosis," I
think that the facts here reported, which I have endeavowred. to. give withr
out embellishment of any kind, fully justify a careful and systematie in-"
vestigation of the treatment; the only counter indicatioù which I havé'
met with, as yet, being its use in cases of advanced tuberculosis, lu whicl
it is not wel borne, and must, if used at al, be employed in vry'small
doses.. In thèse cases secondary infection always plays an importn' role
and upon this iodoform seems to exert no beneficial effect.

NoTE.-Since writing the above the symptomt in case V have qieted
don and biazed again into activity. The patient has now ben free
from inflam&tion rfoi three months.

1_ _ _
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TYP;OID FEVER

We make no apology for publishing a report which has been made
to the City Council of Montreâl, through the. Emergency Hospital
Committee, upon the recent epidemic of typhoid fever. The report
carries with it the - authority of those who have made it, and
àhouild be regarded as final. The result of this investigation is sum-.
med up in the words: We find the evidence overwhelming that the chief
cause of the disease is the water supply of the city and its suburbs. The
remedy is proposed in equally plain terms: The future water supply
of the city must be provided by a thorough system of filtration.before
distribution to the public.

Thie Finance Committee of.the guarantors of the fund for the Typhoid
Lrmergency Hospital, consisting of Sir Edward Clouston, Bart., Sir,
Bugh Graham, H. V. Meredith, F. W. Thompson, Lieut.-Col. Burland,
H. S. Holt, and Hugh Paton, decided that it was necessary to go
further than merely dealing with the existing situation, and that they
should try to dciermine the cause of the outbreak and then make an
effort to secure remedies. To this end a letter vas sent to the authori-
ties of McGill and Laval Universities inviting them to co-operate in
the belief that such action would prove of lasting benefit to the commu-,
nity.

This invitation was promptly accepted by the English and.French
universities, and their leading experts were named a committee, which
took up an investigation into the cause of the frequent recurrence of
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typhoid outbreaks. After a full investigation, so far. as was necessary,
this joint committee has sent« the following report to the Emergency
Hospital committee:

Your letters of January 18th, 1910, regarding the cause of typhoid
fever in Montreal, wcre, as you have been informed, duly ,received by
the university authorities of Laval and McGill. These letters were
referred to the Medical Faculties of the respective universities and a
joint committee was appointed consisting of: J. G. Adami, professor
of bacteriology and pathology; G. E. Armstrong, professor of clinical
surgery; R. F. Ruttan, professor of chemistry; T. A. Starkey, professor
of hygiene, representing McGill University, and A. Bernier, professor
of bacteriology; J. J. "Guerin, professor of clinical medicine; Henri Her-
vieux, prof essor of practice of medicine; E. P. Lachapelle, dean and
professor of hygiene, representing the University of Laval.

To éarry out the suggestion of the Finance Committee of the guar-
antors of the 'Typhoid Emergency Fund and make once more an ex-
haustive enquiry into the causes of typhoid in Montreal and its eradi-
cation would require a lengthy period of investigation, which might
extend into years rather than months. The public interests seemed
to demand that the universities if possible make an immediate pro-
nouncement; thus instructions we.re given to their respective committees
to consider and report upon the investigations made thus far.

lu accordance with the above instructions this committee begs leave
to submit the following conclusions and suggestions regarding the caise
of typhoid fever in Montreal and the means of iredïucing or eiadicating
it:

We find the evidence overwhelming that the chief cause of the dis-
ease is the water supply of the city and its suburbs.

A study of the topography and spread of the disease and of the abun-
dant.analyses of tie water supplies by such authorities in the universities
as Professors Adami, Bernier, Brucre, Ruttan, Starkey, and the late
Wyatt Johnston, all point in the one direction.

Many of the published analyses of the Provincial Board of Health;
Dr. Anthony McGill, Government chief analyist; Dr. Milton Hersey,
city official analyst; Dr. J. E. Laberge, and others, add to the evidence
against the water supply.

The exhaustive investigations into the condition of the water supply
of the city indicate that while the wate.r may give favourable analyses
for some months of the year, none of them are at all times safe. At
certain times of tiie year the waters are actually bad and capable of
giving rise to water borne diseases.
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We do not consider that any further analyses or examination of the
waters are' necessary to establish the above conclusions,

It follows then thfat the future water supply of the city, whether it
consists of unmixed St. Lawrence from south of Nun's Island or not,
must be purified by a thorough system of filtration before distribution
to the public.

To ensure the proper working of the plant, constant supervision of
this filtered water by an expert water analyst, devoting his entire time
to the work, is an essential part of such a system.

THE RETIREMENT OF WESLEY MILLS.

It becomes our duty to convey to the graduates of McGill 'University
the information that Dr. Wesley Mills lias resigned bis position as Pro-
fessor of Physiology in McGill University; and that, at length, his name
has been enrolled amongst the Professors Emeriti of the University. As
appropriate comment upon the avent we cannot do better than to publish
the following transcript of a minute which was adopted by the Board of
Governors: "In accepting the resignation of Professor Wesley Mills, as
tendered in his letter of 10th February, 1910, the Board of Governors
desires to express its great -appreciation of Dr. Mills' services during the
long period in which he has been connected with the University. The'
Board is aware that Dr. Mills' record of teaching and research in the De-
-partments of Physiology and Comparative Psychology has given him a
distinguished place in the ranks of scientific workers; whilst his unself-
ish devotion to the interests of his subject, and the higlh ideals which he
bas always cherisled, have extended the sphere of his influence even be-
.yond the limits of the class room and the laboratory. The Board has
pleasure in resolving to enrol the name of Dr. T. Wesley Mills in. the lists
of Professors Emeriti of the 'University." And so after more than
'twenty-five years' service Dr. Mills has entered into retirement, enjoying,
iwe are glad to learn, the benefits of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.

Dr. T. Wesley Mlills was born in Ontario, where lie received, such
.education as was given in the Ontario schools in those days. He entered
the University of Toronto, where he graduated with the degree of Bache-
lor of Arts, and afterwards obtained the Master's degree. In very early
life he acquired a bent towards physiology and hygiene under the hands

:of M.r. William Carlyle who, in physique and character, was an example
of what lis own teaching aimed to do. Mr. Carlyle was a nephew of
Thomas.Carlyle and is now a School Inspector, residing in Brantford.
As an Arts student, Dr. Mills attended occasional lectures in the Medical
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Faculty and was greatly inspired by the Professor of Physiology, Dr.
James Bovell, under whom Dr. Osler had studied private1, 'and to whom
Le has dedicated his " Practice of Medicine."

Dr. Mills then came to Montreal with the intention of continuing the
study of music, especially the violin which has been his constant com-
panion even sinoe. It was due to Osler's advice and to the influence Of
the late R.P. Howard, that he resuied the sFudy of medicine in McGill
jniversïty.

After graduating at McGill he served two years as resident official
and medical superintendent of the Hamilton Hospital. Then he went
to Engiand for study in clinical medicine, and in physiology and histo-
logy under Schaefer and Burdon-Sanderson. Next he proceeded to Ger-
many, where he studied the nervous system under Goltz, of Strassburg,
and physiological chenistry with that great pioneer and enthusiastic
teacher, Hoppe-Seyler.

He began his career at McGill as assistant to Dr. Osler in teaching
physiology and histology when he introduced courses of demonstrations
and practical work. For three years Dr. Mills practiced in Montreal as
laryngologist, in preparation for which he studied in London under Dr.,
later, Sir Morrell Mackenzie, to whom he had been introduced by his
brother, Dr., afterwards Sir Stephen Mackenzie.

At McGill Dr. Mills succeeded Dr. Osler who had taught not only phy-
siology and histology, but also pathology and clinical medicine. Before
Osler left, Dr. Mills had introduced an extensive course in practical phy-
siology which consisted in part of experiments on living animals. These
were rather tolerated than welcomed by the majority of the students who
ha'not yet begun to look upon higher physiology as anything more
than -a necessary evil. Amongst his student assistants was the late
Wyatt Johnston. If one remembers aright, these new ideas were not
received with much enthusiasm, although the late James Stewart gave
much encouragement to the new teaching.

At that time Dr. Mills lived in Westmount, which was then composed
largely of open fieids and there he kept, and bred, a variety of animals,
chiefly, 'dogs, fowls, and pigeons, but also many other small animals.
Here he made extensive researches on the physical and psychic develop-
ment of young animals. These were originally published in the « Trans-
actions of the Royal Society of Canada," of which he was a fellow.
Most of them, and several others on psychological subjects with a part
of the Proceedings of the Society for the study of animal intelligence
etc., were published in boolEform as " The Nature and Development of
Animal Intelligence" (London, Fisher Unwin; New York, Macmil-
lans.) This was a pioneer work on the subject.



About the same time was published " Aniial Physiology," which in-
cluded chapters on general biology, evolution, and a full treatiment of
embryology. This doomed the book commercially, though it was fa-
vourably reviewed on all hands. This also was a pioneer work and anti-
cipated what has since came about: the teaching ofbiology,pLnd em.bryo-
logy as. separate departments. A work on the Dog bas been for many
years in considerable demand.

He also tauglit physiology to Veterinary students in the Montreal Vet-
erinary College, later 'the Faculty of Comparative Medicine, and con-
ducted classes in Cynology, and founded the S-ciety- for' thé Study of
Animal Intelligence, which nit in the College and whosé proceedings
were published fron time to time.

Dr. Mills has always spoken in high terms of the encouragement given
to all good things by Dr. Duncan McEachran; and the students of this
Faculty, though less favoured by previous educational opportunities, so
far as book knowledge went, always gave him warm support.

D,r. Mills bas always had a sensitive ear and a strong literary and
oesthetic bent. This was the prime cause of his taking to laryngology, as
he wished to benefit speaKers and singers. In his work of three years ago,
his latest book, "Voice Production, based on Scientific principles," lie en-
deavoured to give to singers and speakers, especially teachers of these
departments, a better foundation on which to build their practice. The
work was published by J. B. Lippincott and Co. of Philadelphia, and
by J. Curwen and Sons, London, and has gone into a third American and
a second English edition.

He bas published some six books in all, and many researches on phy-
siology and kindred subjects. In physioldgyxmost of his original work
was done on the heart, the nervous system and tl.e voioe. Dr. Mills
lost nearly all his effects in. the.recent McGill fire,. including, almost his
entire library and a large collection of microscopic and other prepara-
tions on the nervous system, which in part represeutéd the results of
original research. As ,a consequence the contemplated original mono-
graph had .t be abandoned.

Neither at home nor abroad has Dr. Mills ever been a purely academie,
physiologist, though always a keen advocate for scientific me'dicine.

Froin the first Dr. Mills identified himself with the Montreal Médico-
Chirurgical Society, was always a regular attendant at its meetings and
..frequent con'tributor to~its proceedings.

Three years ago he occupied the presidential chair.
He founded-the Society for reporting original researches, now flourish-

ing, about eight years ago. Dr. Mills always regarded his greatest
work as teaching. Ie taught a country school at 17 years of age and
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walked five miles twice a day .in. doing it. ,He was the professional pio-
neer of 'physiology and comparative -psychology in Canada, 28 years ago,
and has been-at the head of'. the physiological department for 25 years.
HRe.was*Presidènt of, and had much to do with, the Natural History
Society of Màont.eal, and is a member of manyAmerican Scientific Soci-
eties. The fundamental principles of his teaching have been somewhat as
follows:-1. -Plysiology and medicine are biology; 2. Physiology should
rest on a comparative basis, and be tanglit to a greater or, less -extenjt
accordingly in the first ,instance; 3. Medicine is to a large extent sci-
entifie physiology,. or in a wider sense biology, and this should be recog-
nized in the teachiiig of all its departments. The practice of medicine is
applied. biology.

Dr. Mills always contended' that the student is -in a medical school to
be eduated, not to be filled up with a nass of details. He should be
taught'.to get knowledge for himself, and in his case, as with all men,
theobject of his life should be the highest possible development of the
individual.

SDr. Mills eûters into. retirement for two réasons:- (1) That the .De-
partment of Physiology may .have a fuller and more rapid development
than lie could brng about in view of his failure of health last year, and
feeling.the.need of ayear or two to get back to his former self physically.
'(2) He has always given the best that was in him to his students and,,
to McGill, and- now feels that there are parts of his nature which can
be' fully developed, and ends lie would attain.only.if he .be free.from
the. arduous work -of teaching,.etc

In a private ldtter.to a friénd who had written .to him, upon the occa-
sion, of his ratirement,. D,.NMills says: 'Much of the time in the
early .years I was everything i down to. laboratory servant. -
should say,. howe-e ,that 5 during tLhe whole period I have had
assistants they have proved both good colleagues and gentlemen.
Theya. hve always beenmost loyal:tome 'Dr S Môrrow has for 16
years·been my chief lieutenant, and, t'him, most of al I am, indebted
for. unwavering. support. The upbuilding of the laboratory and the or
ganization and carrying out of practical work have been in a large mea-
sure in his hands, thoagh ye, have all worked together as one man to
attain the end in view.



qPettcr to tbe J.isbttor..
Sherbrooke,Que March 10 1910

The Editor Montreal [edical Journal..
In regard to the patient J., shown; as à living case at the Montreal

Medico-Chirurgical Society'by"Dr. Shirres, and·reported in the February
number of the MontrealYMedical Journal, I thought that a; sumnary of
the early history of the -case.would be of interest to the Montreal medical
men, as the history- given in the ·Journal is 'hardly correct.

My partner, Dr. Williams, was asked' to examine the patient some
four weeks after the accident,' in order that his opinion might be 'ob-
tained in regard to operative intérference. He considered -the condition
purely functional and stated that an operation was contraindicated, at
the same time expressing a wish"that I should examine the case.

When I saw the patient he was up and about the ward, and he stated
that while confined 'to bed lie was able to use his legs and arms freely,
and did not know that he would have any difficulty in walking until he
attempted to get up. fe also .said that he had been;catheterized 'for'
retention of urir- for,'%'!short time, but' that h -had bean able to pass
it fairly comfortably for several days. ' '

Examination-:-Patient ·is a slight small ma ratier poor muscu-
lature, with an anxious, staring expression.

General organs, healthy.
Cranial Nerves.-I. Smell, R-L; ol. men th. pip. nd -turpentine tests.
II. Sight, somewhat deficient, has worn glsses' for' some years. No

hemianopsia, no 'changes in the colour' flelds, fundus 'normal, although
centre of optic disk is' a little paler than usual.

III., IV., VI. Eye movements free :in all' directions, marked nys-
tagmus present. No double vision, or ptosis, although he gives history
of seeing double some years ago. Pupils equal and active to liglit and
accommodation.

V. Trigeminal sensory area, normal; -motQr power, masseters nor-
mal;' corneal, palpebral and conjunctival reflex' is present, R-L. Sup-
raorbital infraorbital and Miental ponits, 'negative'.

VII. Motor functions, R-L; ail movements of facial muscles, wrink-
ling of forehead, closing of 'eyes, whistling, puinng cheeks, etc., sy-
metrical; emotional movements also equal. Speech apt to be a little
hesitating and jerky. Tongue is protruded in middle line and has
a rather coarse tremour. '.Sligh' tic of facial muscles.

VIII. Hearing, R-L., watch 11/2 ft. .Says his heaning has not been
very gooda of late.

IX., X., XII. Negative. Pharyngeal reflex present.
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Xi. Negative.
Upper Extremities.-No atrophy or hypertrophy, muscular force equal

and fairly good. No paresis or paralysis. All. reflexes markedly .n-
creasea. Tremor not present at rest, but marked on exertion,-inten-
tion type. Finger nose test, and linger finger test, imperfectly. perform-
ed but co-ordination is fair.

Sensory Perception.-Muscle position; stereognosis, touchy.pain, sharp
and dull point, heat and cold, localization, ail normal.

Subjectively patient -complained of periodic numbness of hands.
'Trun7.-No paralysis or atrophy. . Slight-.dermo-graphia. Points of

tenderness over 6th dorsal spine, and _from 12th dorsal to 3rd lumbar
spines., The four latter spines showed decided prominence. Abdominal
and cremasteric reflexes normal.

Sensory Disturbances.-None, except. -in an area on back bounded by
ribs above, and roughly by pelvis below, where there was moderate hy-
perie9thesia, and thermo-ansthesia, so marked that differences of 320
F. to 1200 le. could not be differentiated. There was no disturbance of
tactile sensation in this area, and sharp point could be differentiated
from blunt point. The skin over sacrum was somewhat hypersthestic.

Bladder.-No retention but. some slowness in voiding, following pre-
.vious retention.

Rectum.-Evacuation normal. Enemas have been used.
Lower Extremities.---No atrophy or hypertrophy R-L. Marked. tre-

mor and spasm of muscles on attempted exertion, none while at rest.
This condition is most marked when patient attempts to walk Spuri-
ous ankle clonus may be 'elicited at times. Muscular poweèr fairly good.
Knee jerk much increased: R-L. Achilles also increased, R-L.

Plantar reflex varies. . At times no response; at other. times slight
plantar reflexion. Babinski's .sign not present, paradoxical reflex not
present. Oppenheim's not present. Slight Romberg's.

The walk is spastie, with tendency for patient to trip over his toes,
and a tremor is present which shakes the patient all over. le can
walk 'alone, but with difficulty.

Sensory.-Heel-knee test; slight ataxia, complicated by the intention
tremor .R-L. Sensation to touch, pain, heat and cold normal.

lental Condition.-Patient shows much intere t in the examination.
Answers all questions intelligently and accurately. Memory for. dates
and facts excellent. Assists in all exnaminations to the best of his ability
and seems to appreciate being the centre of interest.

Subsequent to this examination he developed. a peculiar.tic in which
his head was thrown backward at the rate of 60 to 70 per minute when
not under direct observation, but when he knew that he was watched it
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would increase to, 100 or more. Very soon he began'to h'ave typical
hysterical convulsions in which he writhed and groaned -with muscles
in tonic and clonic'contractioi. He did 'not bite his tongue r hiave
involuntary- micturition'nor' injure himself in any way a'nd; in factwas
a Itext-book case of hysteria major, even selecting thë hour of. 7 'p.
when niglit and day nurses were assembled in the -ward, for hié'exhibition.
The patient grädually became bedridden.

In regard to' the diagnosis, it we.s evident that the main condition was
functional, although' retention 'of urine, loss of thermno-sensation and
nystagnius were all suggestive 'of organic trouble. The nystagmus I put
down as a relic of his old trouble, for which he received some eight
months': treatment at 'Queen's Square, or to some congenital condition;
for patient stated thàtit ha'd been present ail his'- life as far as he knew.
To account for the thermo-ansthesia, I made à provisional diagnosis
vf small neiorrhages in the posterior part of the spinal grey matter. On-
account of the functional character of the other elements, I was inclined
to "hedge " a little here and wait for developments, but as the condi-
tion has not yet cleared up (March Sth), I still think the diagnosis
justified. The temporary retention, I put down to a temporary derange-
ment of thé cord such as is not infrequently founiU" after a profound
shock of any kind: 'The question of spinal compresslon due to fracture
was, of 'course, never considered except -to emphatically .state that it was
not present, 'and that operative interference vas not to be thought of.

In regard to an X-Ray examination, I made one in our office, on
special request, 'and could fnd no indication of trouble with the fluoro-
scope, although, naturally, this examination vas. not very satisfactory.
To take an X-Ray photograph meant anesthetising the patient in order
to keep him still, and this 1 considered' unjustifiable, 'as there were ab-
solutely no grounds for supposing there was- any compression of the
cord.

Here, it might not be out of place to say that the Montreal Medical
Journal has been misinformed in regard to the absence of X Ray rna
chines in Sherbrooke. Dr. Williams has in his-offie a larg induction
coil, specially constructed for X-Ray work, (Clapp & Eastman). Also
a high frequency -apparatus which. cai bè used' as a portable X-Ray
machine an'a be taken to 'the hospital or "elsewhiere .foi' such examina-
tions. Dr. Bachand has had one for several years." -There is a 20 -Plate
Static Machine at St.' Vincent. de Paul Hospital as well as a special
coil for X-Ray; also a 20! Plate :Machine in· St. Charles, Seminary,
(Waite & Bartlett). . Any öf these can be used at any timne by the Medi-
cal profession, and most' of these have been in use daily, for several
years.
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.1 had the opportunity of seeing the, patient again on March 8th, and
found him:n fairly good conditio.- His «eflexes are still. mnuch in-
creasd , tr r o oný exertio n
creased, and the tremor on exertion has not quite gone. He cannot
walk. outside, but can get about his room fairly well. The tic is gone.
except upon excitement... 'The nystagmus is the same as. before, and the
thermo-anoesthesia is. still present, thougi less marked than it was, as
he is nowf able:to distinguish betweeu 0°F. ánd. 120° F.. in the lower«.
part of the area previously involved He still micturates slowly,. but
has no retention.

Trusting ;that this history mnay throwý sorme light :on the case, I amr,
tYours: truly,

* .- .MALCOLM MACKAY,

Late Clinical Assistant in Neurology, Royal Victoria Hospital.

AIDS TO MIoROSCOPIC DiAGNosIs, (BACTERIAL ND PARASITIC
DISEASES). By- ERNEST BLAKE KNoX, B.A., M.D. Captain, oyal
Army Medical Corps, Students' Aids Series, London.' Baillière,
Tindall & Cox, 1909.

We have no love for the ordinary cram book, but, 'looking through
this, find Ithat it is so thoroughly well up to. date that we. cannot but
commend it, the only serious objection .we can -nd with it being in
the arrangement in which' taking frst the *blood, thèn pus, then nasal
secretions, sputum, and septicomias, the reader jugmps from bacteria
to animal parasftes and spirochaetes and back toother specific bacteria
in a bewildering manner. What is said under ëach special heading, if
condensed, is in general thoroughly -sound and up-to-date, eveù down
to the mnethods of vaccine therapy.

A TEXT IBooK OF' GENER.AL BACTERIoLoGY. By EDWIr O. JoRbÀN,-
Ph.D., Professor ofe Bacteriology in the University of Chicago, and
in Rush Medical College.

The medièal student is fortunate in- having -at his 'disposal the choice
of a series of four or five manuals .of Bacteriology all of :a high order
of excellence'-so good, indeed, that-as a teacher the-writer of.this notice
often wonders whether a general course of- lectures -pon bacteriology,
in relationship to discase is not after al. a work of supererogatio. Each
of these textbooks has merits. of its own; the last corner, this work of
Professor Jordan, stands ouit: preemineutly for 'this-thatit.admirably
fulfils the promise of its title, and that it is a manual of General 'Bac-
teriology with particular application to the needs of the medical student.
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We know of none of its.competitors that-affords the reader a broader
view of bacteriology in its' relationship to man and his surroundings,
and just as we believe tliat he is .thebetti¡r grounded, and the better
medical man, whoseknowlédge of 'General Pathology is wel established,-
so do we welcome a work·which affords a proper basis of general bac'
teriology for, the study of the special bacteriology of disease. Nor is 'i'
possible to read ProfessorJo;rdan's admirably written work without re-
cognizing on every page the bearing of the observations he brings for-
ward upon the infections diseases and their specific causes.

The first six chapters are devoted to the properties and classification
of bacteria in general, the next two to bacteria and their relationship
to disease, and to immunity. Then follow eigiteen chapters upon the
pathogenie bacteria by others upon the Trichomycetes, .Blastomycetes,
Hyphomycetes and Pathogenic Protozoa. This work concludes by five
well written and' illuminating chapters upon the baéteriology of milk
and milk products, bacteria and the nitrogen cycle,-bacteria in the arts
and industries, thé bacteria of the air and soil and water, and the bac-
terial diseases of plants, with a useful appendix on a s.ubject too often
passed over in silence, namely,' upon infectious diseases of unknown
causation.

The work, in short, is al that might be expected from an investiga-
tor of' such.wide scope -in bacteriology as Professor Jordaaii, and wv most
heartily welcome it.

J. G.A

DISEASES OF THE BoNES 'AND JOINTS. GOLDTRWAIT, PAINTER AND
OSGooD. D. C. Heati o. Bston, 1909.

This book is no , and appaxently was never meant to be, a text-book
of what is known as 'orthopdic surgery, but, rather, a text-book dealing.
with one group only of the afflictions included amongst those of special
interést to orthopdic surgeons.

It is divided into three sections, the first treating the subject of tuber-
culosis of bones and joints; 'the second treating-the non-tuberculous dis-'
eases of joints, and the third dealing with many otier various 'lesions
of bones and joints.

The first two sections are prefaced by. able chapters devoted to the
general consideration of the diseases discussed in these sections.

The section devoted to tuberculosis begins with a chapter describing
the methods of physical examination in' disease "of a joint 'This will be
of great service to both students and others.

Following this' chapter are* several devoted to tuberculosis of the dlf-'
ferent joints. That devoted. to the 'consideration of Potts' Disease is
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of particular interest. Great thought -is expressed on the general treat-
ment of :this affection, :the importance of which seems (to be fu1yzap-,
preciated by the authors... The:prtiiciple 'of hyper-extension is brought
prominently before the reader as not séparating the diséased. surfaces
of the bodies but changing the ·centre of, gravity and thus protecting
diseased parts and permitting greater expansion of the lungs, and, con-
sequently, general improvement in the health of. the patient. ,This sug-
gestion, whilst containing much truth, may not contai- all the trith.
Hyper-extension tends to separate, vertebr as well as tending to change,
the centre of gravity.- Separation lessens attrition; it gives rest. Rest
is the generally-recognized treatment of tuberculosis.

A section has been dévoted to illustrative cases.
These have been chosen ..wisely a'id illustrate the facts not general1y

recognized, that lordosis may be the sole deformity of Potts' disease;
that, Potts'. may be secondary to diseased glands, and further agrees in
the tlieory believed ini 'amongst us that lordosis with muscular, spasm
nay be symptomatic .of diseased glands. One -case is of particular in-
terest, viz.; 'that: of, a man su.feering from paraplegia, who was under
observation for three years, and whose: death was followed by au au-
topsy with a special examination of the spinal 'corl. In this case the
canal, was. definitely- consÜticted opposite the .llth 'dorsal vertebr and'
the cord deformed through bony constriction. This is of great interest,
but. must .be rmost rare, because over 25 specimens of spinal collrnms
affected with: Potts':disease were examined recently and the majority
of these were -vertebral columisn most severely' affected, and 'yet not
one case was found in which' the .cord was compressed by bone. In fact,
it is generally conceded that:when the symptoms. ôf compression exist
such may be attributed to a : pachy-meningitis in the majority of. cases,.
"and 'that in others oedema may give rise to a'tonic cakse which may pro-
duce. a destructive inflammation.

In discussing the subject of 'tuberculosis of the hip it is stated tbat
in childîen-ina. the majority .of .istances, symptonis are referred lto the
knejoint. :This is not. thé experience in the clinics of the reviewer.
It is rather the exception 'to. have synptonís' complained of as»being or
having been referred to the' lattr 'joint. 1?or trèatment, the authors
have declared their adoption, of the policy of the English and the Con-
tinental schools which do not favoor -traction but rather fixation.

Plaste;r is strongly advocated; great stress being. laid. on the position
in. which the extremity is held.:. Little or. nothing is said, of forms of
treatmnent, other than that by plaster, and yet it is qestionable -if those
who still.use the time-honoured methods of -Thsomas do not secwre.just
a good. results as- those obtained by: the advocates of plaster.
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In critically examining the article devoted to the consideration of the
subject of hip disease one cannot help wondering whether suffioient
consideration has been given to this affection which, of all forms of
tuberculosis of the joints, has certainly shown the greatest mortality.

In the consideration of tuberculosis of the knee one is impressed
with 'the significance of the fact that little special reference is made
of Bliss' treatment. It is said, later in the article, to be " at times
of distinct benefit," but surely if this form of treatment is worthy of
any special consideration it is here, under the' treatment for tubercu-
losis of the knee which joint is so easily accessible- for the treatment
prescribed by Bliss.

In the discussion devoted to. tuberculosis of the elbow the suggestion
is made that right-angled flexion. is the most desirable position for
treatment.' Thi' is contrary to Mr. Thomas' well known view that acute
flexion should be preferred to all other positions. Ceriain it is that if
there is any possibility of anchylosis resulting the position of acute
flexion is to be preferred.

A chapter is devoted to the treatment of tuberculosis of bones and
joints in sanatoria. Let me quote: " These words should be strong
vords for, when combined with effective mechanical protection of the

joints, the results obtained seem unquestionably more favourable than
those obtained by any other k-nown method."

About a page is devotdd to the use of bismnth in tubercuIosis sinuses.
The authors of the book being reviewed, do not seem enthusiastic
about this method of treatment. Their conclusions evidently concur
with ours.

The dnjection of iodoform is also considered, but this drug is not'
discussed as an aid to the cure of tuberculosis. This is a pity, as re-
ports, perhaps only isolated repo.rts, published during a- period of at'
least two decades, have suggested that this may- be useful as an adjunct
to other treatment.

• A chapter is devoted to the operative treatment of. tuberculosis of
the joints. It mighit have been better to describe 'the operative treat,
ment 'under the treatment of each separate joint instead of publishing
a brochure on operative surgery at the end of the consideration of al
the tuberculous affections.

After ithis there is a section devoted to case reports of patients oper-
ated upon. , How much better and ~less -tedious it would hav«e been if
these reports had. been used to illustrate the treatment of each lesion
as it was discùssed. Case, reports are rarely considered interesting

nougb. per se, for any surgeon to spend a few hours reading them for
his edification, and yet how valuable they are when used to illustrate
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the description of the symptomatology, diagnosis or treatment of a dis-
ease.

The second section of this work is devoted to the Non-'Tuberculou'.s
Diseases of the Joints.. Its introduction speaks in no uncertain terms
of the neglect' that has been paid to this form of lesion, " We have
denied sufferers from these diseases admission to hospitals, nominally
because there ,were more urgent cases, but really because there .were
more interesting cases to be studied." We are all in accord with their.
creed that they are probably mostly due to an infection, and our first
endeavour should be to locate the source of the infection and attempt
its removal.

Mess.rs. Goldthwait, Painter and Osgood, are amongst the most promi-
nent believers in the theory that both hypertrophic and atrophie ar-
thritis are separate and complete entities. '"hey say: "It is main-
tained by some observers that it is impossible. to distinguish between
the lesions of atrophie, hypertrophie or infectious types from paitho-
logical appearances. This is . unquestionably true of the terminal
lesions in some atypical cases, but it is iot true of tlie acute case.
The erosions which may be sEen in some cases of -the hypertropic type
are mechanical erosions."

Thé etiology and treatment of hysterical and functional joints are
considered in a most interesting way. The different means of treat-
ment at our command are dwelt upon. "'The place of mechanical
supports in the treatment of functional joint troubles -is often a very
important one. The muscles controlling the motions of a joint, or a'
series of joinIts, like the vertebral column, are fatigned by. even a slight
exercise ofth4eir functions and in the extraordinary receptive state of
the nervous system of these patients the response to this peripheral
fatigue is:a deepening of mental inertia."

Lues -of bones, osteomyelitis, yickets, and, the rarer forms of bone
and joint disease axe all öarefully described.

As migh b expeèted a most careful article on saero-iliac affections
is' afforded a prominent place in this -book.. The chronically stained
foot also receives attention.

The fifteenth chapter is devoted to subdeltoid bursitis. The work of
Codman is carefully reviewed.' Two cases are reported which illus-
trate the symptomatology .and treatment of this affection..

The work is concluded& by a chapter on the use of plaster of Paris
in orthopdie surgery.'

Considered as a whole,- this text-book is a ivaluable contribution to
the literature published on the diseases of the bones and joints, and it
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should be available to all who take any special interest ini this branch
of surgery.

THE MALAIAL FEvERs, I MOOLOBIURIC FEVER, AND, THE BLOOD

PROTOZOÂ op MAN. By O.rerLEs F. CRAIG, M.D., &c., 1909, pp.
477. William Wood & Company, New' York. ]Price $4.50 net.

In the prefaae the author states that no complete treatise iha English
upon the malarial levers has been published in the last ten years, and
that recent advances in the Stiology and prophylaxis: 'of. malarial dis-
ease justify the publication of the present volume. "The work is very
largely the result of personal experience gained in the United States
military hospitals in this country, Cuba, and the Philippines, and, -as
such, embodies the results of over ten years of investigation, -and the
study of thousands of cases of malarial fever." The addition of chap-
ters on the other known blood protozoa of man, and on. honoglobinurie
lever, was considiered advisable owing to the close relation of the latter
to malarial diseases, and the importance of the forner in connexion
with examination of the blood, as they occur in regions in which ma-
larial parasites abound. The chapters on the etiology of the malarial
infections occupy 123 pages, and deal fully with the inorphology and
biology of the different species of plasmodia. In regard to classification
of species the author adopts that of Blanchard, but subdivides his
"plasmnodium falciparum (oestivo-autumnal parasite) into "plasmodium
falciparum" (tertian estivo-autumnal parasite), and a "plasmodium
falciparuni quotidianum (quotidian oestivo-autumnal parasite). This
is practically, after all, Schaudinn's classification, with "falciparumn"
suggested iby Welsh as the specific nane, insteed of "immaculatum."
The controversy concernig a proper nomenclature will probably not be
ended with this latest effort. The photomicrograplis illustrating . the
various species of plasmodia are quite gdod, and the plates seem
better 'in coloring -and drawing. The following chapters, dealing with
the extracorporeal cycle of the plasinodium and the general Stiology
of malaria, are sufficiently full and lucid. In part III, ninety-
four pages, the symptomatology and clinical varieties of the ina-
larial levers are considered in detail, with illustrative histories
and charts, chiefly of æstivo-autmnnal infections, which seem. to bear
out the author's contention that there are a tertian and a quotidian
type, corresponding to his morphological division above referred to. . In
the chapters on latent, masked, and recurrent malarial levers, the sub-
ject of "intracorpuscular conjugation" is described and its relation to
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latency and recurrence discussed. Sections on sequence, complications
and prognosis follow, in Part IV. Diagnosis, prophylaxis and treatment
occupy Part V, eighty pages. The examination of stained preparations
of the blood is emphasized as the most reliable melans of diagnosis, and
adequate directions are given for this as well as for the examination of
inalarial mosquitoes. The chapters on prophylaxis and treatmdat con-
tain in a clear form the latest experience on these important topies.
Part VI deals briefly with liomoglobinuric fever, and Part ViII con-
sists of short chapters on the Leishman-Donovan Bodies, Trypanosoma
Gambiense, Spirochoetes. and Hlistoplasma Capsulatum. A commend-
able feature is the insertion, at the end of sections or chapters, of a
selected bibliography referring to the topics considered. The volume
can be recommencled as a good guide to the study of the malarial
infections.

OTTAWA MEDICO-CtIIRURGICAL SOCIETY.

'The regular meeting of the Ottawa Medico-Chirurgical Society was
held. at the Ca4negie Library on Friday, .-the 18th of February. . Dr.'.
Charres E. Preston preented a paper upon the Surgical 'Txeatment'of
Infantile Paralysis, and Dr. J. O'Brien a report of a case of exten-
sive stellate fractures of botli patellS. Dr. Thomas Gibson ,reported a
case of lymphatic leuklmnia, and Dr. W. A. Graham one of aphonia
in a chil :Dr. Lyim;n, showed pathological specimens of pulnonary
infaret and endocarditis with miscroscopic sections.

THE CANADIAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.

The Fourth Annual Meeting of the Canadian Hospital Association will
be held in Montreal on Easter Monday and the following Tuesday, March
28th and 29th.

Dr. Christian 'Holmes, of Cincinnati, and other eminent hospital
workers will be present.

One feature of the meeting will be .a visit to the various Montreal
Hospitals, witi demonstrations on some special feature of their wor£.

Ail Hospital Superintendents and Hospital .Trustees are eligible for
active membership, and anyone else particularly interested in hospital
work is eligible for associate membership.

For further information in regard to the meeting application may be
inade to the Secretary, Dx. Brown. Toronto General Hospital, Toronto,
Ont.

Copies o! last year's proceedings can be had from him on application.



ORTHOPÆDICS.
UNDER THE CHARGE OF DRS. FORBES AND TURNER.

NICiOLS AND RICBARDSON, Boston. Journal of ffedical Research,
September, 1909.

The paper is based upon' a pathological and clinical study of sixty-
five cases of chronic, nontubercular, deforming arthritis, illustrated
with numerous plates and microphotographs. In twenty-six cases
there were complete autopsies, in one case a partial autopsy, and
thirty-eight were from amputations and excisions. Material was
collected from the Boston City Hospital,-private material and a
few dissecting-room subjects. Observations have been carried on
eight years. The preliminary report was published in the "Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal," March 9th, 190.5. As a preliminary
note they state that they studied the actual lesions on the joints
and in their detailed report cite clinical casés: the etiology. has had
to be casual. Certain types were first described by Heberden. Since
then there has been much confusion from various clinical mani-
festations and the obscure etiology. X-ray, work, while, addiig
to knowledge, did not materially help the present confused classi-
fication.

Pathological Types.-The studies have divided- these -cases into
two pathological groups.

I. Those which arise from primary proliferative changes in the
joints, chiefly in the synovial membrane and in the perichondrium.

IL. Those which arise primarily as a degeneration of the jôint
cartilage.

The groups correspond closely to the clinical groups of an artièle
of four years ago. The two groups are characterized by distinct
gross and pathological differences. The writers emphasize that
these two pathological types do not correspond to two definite étio-
logical factors, i.e., to two definite and distinct diseases.

The tissues which enter into joint structure are bone, articular
cartilage, synovial membrane, capsule and ligaments. They are
all of mesoblastic origin though differentiated into tissues of very
different histological structure. The cells of these tissues may
proliferate if stimulated by any one of various irritants or may
degenerate from the effect of any one of various agents. Yet the
actual cell and tissue changes which occur are limited in. number,
although the gross appearances vary with the special tissue which
proliferates or degenerates. Hence the same end result may be
produced in these joints by a variety of irritants or agents and a
given agent or irritant may produce a variety of gross appearances.
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'The writers believe the original lesions arise -either in the synovial
membrane or in the cartilage. Diffèrent causes may bring about this
primary change in one or other of these structures. Traumatism,
acute suppurative infections, gonorrhœa, syphilis, probably faulty
metabolisin and probably also a variety of other causes may induce
primary proliferation of the synovial membrane, while old age,
traumatism, dislocations, pressure of tumours of bone, gout, diseases
of the central nervous system and other causes lead to primary
degeneration of the cartilage. From whatever origin, the ýrocess,
once started, tends to continue. The primary cause may produce
partial destruction of the joint, partial destruction may cause con-
tinued injury and thus a vicious circle is' continued; or, on the other
hand, the primary cause may continue to act indefinitely. Hence,
as the disease is a progressive one, the joints of each type may present
a great variety of gross appearances and -symptoms depending upon
the extent of the lesion, upon its duration and upon various incidental
factors. Briefly stated, a given cause in either of the two patho-
logical types may produce a considerable variety of different appear-
ances, while a number of different causes may lead to the same end
result in either type. Moreover, in these chronic joint lesions exam-
ination of the gross 'or histological changes in the joint may fail to
determine which one of a number of possible causes was the active
cause in'the specific case; and 'on the other hand, a known active
cause may produce any one of a variety of gross appearances in a
given joint.

Normal Joint Structure.--The epiphyseal ends of iwo' bones covered
with cartilage lie in apposition. Below the"' articular cartilage is
the mariow canal of the epiphysis with trabecule and marrow. The
two' articular ends are enclosed in' a 'dense capsule (fibrous) lined
by the specialiied cells of the synovial membrane. 'The surface "of
the cartilage is covered with perichondrium. The marrow spaces
are quite vascular. The trabecule show lamination from successive
deposits of calcified' bone, and the bone corpuscles are iri the spaces
between. Occasional' bône giant cells are seen.'

Cartilage aIrrangement.-Two-fifths, of the way towards the joint
is: hyaline with isolated cells in irregular nests, and as one goes deeper
there are more.cells. Beneath this zone is the hypertrophied cartilage
zone. The cells are much increased in size and arrange themselves
in 'columns at' right angles to tfie joint 'surface and epiphyseal line.
Beneath this zone is the transition line from cartilage into bone,
which is at times called the zone of provisional calcification.

Proliferative Calcification.-In' this type the .primary change
occurs as a proliferation of the synovial membrane and of the peii-

211
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chondrium of the articular cavity, combined in many cases with a
synchronous proliferation. of the connective. tissue and endosteum
of the epiphyseal marrow directly below..the .joint, cartilage. The
most marked change is usually in the synovial membrane while
the extent to .which the perichondrium proliferates is variable 'n
some joints it is .very slight and. almost negligible, in others, it is
very marked. . As a result of this proliferation ..two.sortso changes
occur. From the synovial side a layer of granulation tissue is pro
duced, which sooner or later spreads over the joint eartilage as.a
thin pannus layer. Where this comes in contact with cartilage
it usually produces. a destruction and. absorption of: cartilage. On
the other hand, when the proliferation of the perichondiunitakes place
a layer of specialized connective tissue is formed .whieh readily trans-
forms itself into cartilage or bone. Thus two-processes are acting,-
a destruction of the cartilage. by the synovial pannus' and a new:
formation of cartilage or bone from perichondrial proliferation.
The relative amount in each may be vaéiable,.but .the important
fact is that they may go on simultaneously..

In addition, analogous changes may take place with the marirow
of the epiphysis itself. There may be a proliferation of the connective
tissue of the marrow spaces of 'the epiphysis just below the zone of
provisional calcification. This is accompanied by the. formation
of numerous blood vessels. This vascular granulation- tissue may
extend upwards towards the joint through the zone 'of provisional
calcification and thus déstroy the overlying cartilage. Thus two
processes may destroy the cartilage: from the pannus layer .of.the.
synovia, and from the action of the granulation tissue of the,marrow.
Usually there is proliferation of the endosteum of the epiphysis
which causes new bone or cartilage -along the epiphyseal margin
of the articular surface.

.t'iology.-Observations noted in end results of suppurating joints,
gonorrhœal joints, Still's disease, in some mucous membrane of
polyarticular cases, in syphilitic joints with gumma adjacent to the
joint, in fractures in the joint. .' In'no instance, except truly sup-
purating joints and in some -gonorrhœal joints, have we recovered
micro-organisms. In the vast majority of these joints there is no
acute suppuration. Cliiiically they. progress with remissions. The
tissue changes are those of chronic irritation. The writers believe
that the lesions are not bacterial.in origin but due to some soluble
irritant selective in character. Faulty metabolism is adduced as a
cause. They do.not enter into any lengthy discussion.

General Process.-There is synovial proliferation as above
described, but in some cases the cartilage is not destroyed, but fibrous
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adhesions are formed. Ir others. the amount of. destruction varies,
at: times gomng- through :,o the bone, but.the :lay.er;of granulation..
tissue:always: covers it. .The. destruction is not uniform, 'but usually
iri the early-stages .is more marked at the periphery,.and in all cases
for a long tirneconsi'er'able areas of unaltered joint cartilage remain.
The syno.vial pannus may:extend over the surfaces of each bone in
the joint with adhesions formiing,- which is -most common.in the
large joints, or it may:form a thiòk layer which binds together adjacent
bones in the joint. I fn;1the first pretty free movement is.practised;-
ir the. second a diminution f mobility.is found. Occasionally the,
joinga'vity,,is dividednto loculi.by adhesions; At times there is
marked destruction of:cartilage fron its epiphyseal surface.

The pannus. ingrowth is a, more. marked feature than the epiphy
seal granulation. Occasionally, they go'hand in ha.nd.

Proliferation of- the perichondIium causes fibrosis, new cartilage
formation or-bone. . Inthe subjacent marrow spaces new .trabeculS:
are formed beneath:-the:destroyedý cartilage but latér may. extend
up in the cartilage accompanying.the ingrowth of granulation tissue.
Thus two osteogenetic layers may- unite, so that there are two layers
of granulation tissue,-one from the synovia and one from the. rar-
row. Accompanying these. there are two layers producing. .new
cartilage or bone, -perichondrium and endosteum. of .epiphysis; and
all four of these may proliferate together. When the original car-
tilage. has been destroyed this can lead to fibrous or bony ankylosis.
The. cartilage- as a- result of the process becomes'pitted and eroded
and may extend right through to the bone.

Changes in the Bones.-To the X-ray there is éarly -an increased
permeability, but, writers conclude that this is more from. calcium
salts resorption than from osteoclasis. In the radiograph also boné
formation at .-he peiiphery is rare; when it does occur it is usually
in the form of ,a spur extending into a ligament.

• Capsle.-Infiltration and thickening is the early result whiich
later, may proceed to dense fibrosis. . .The development of synovial
tags is frequent, but; the formation of "joint mice" is not frequent
in this fonm as :compared with 1 the, degenerative.- When luxation
.occurs it is usually accompanied. by tendency to ankylosis and not
due to the formation of peripheral bone.

• -Degenerative Arthritis.-The earliest, and .piimary change .is a
degeneration of the hyaline cartilage of the articular surfaces. It
early becomes eroded and the underlying bone -becomes exposed,
so that cartilage atrophy involves the whole articular area. Where
erosion of bone or cartilage takes-place there is always.an increased
growth of cartilage or bone in the opposite facet. Joint motion
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continues and causes. in many cases eburnation. Sub-luxations
occur and come on gradually,;but when fixation occurs it is' due to
locking of the irregular bony-surfaces of -the articulation. .No true
ankylosis occurs. There is an increase in the activity of the peri-
chondrium at the peiiphery of the joint. Nodes are formed and the
joint cavity may be partially flled üp. The capsule as a rule shows
no great increase of thickness' except in certain cases 'associated
with organic disease 'of 'the central nervous systeriu In :these last
the destruction' is 'comparatively rapid and the capsules may be
enormously thickened. Synovia is thickened especially¯in- the peri-
pheral folds and papilary masses may form, which when set free
cause "joint mice". This ekplains ostrophytic productioi.

Fibrillation of the' cartilage is the early stage. More rarely the
degeneration is due to the deposition7of uric acid crystals. When this
occurs the fibrillation is irrégular. • There is' no need to repeat- the.
description of these joints.. In the epiphysis the: trabeculS-become.
markedly thickened as soon' as the erosion has occurred at.any point.
There is a reaction in the connective tissue and the osteoblasts, so
that the marrow cells become filled with spindle cells of œdematous
connective tissue. Osteoid tissue develops and the end of the bone
becomes .dense and' solid. . They then describe the bone' condition
which is well known to all.

Perichondrial New Bone.-At the periphery of joint cartilage
new bone is formed through cartilage. At first this new bone is covered
by 'cartilage irregular in character. The entire peripheral mass
becomes bony and then the cartilage gradually disappears and a
spur or ostrophyte is the result.

Capsule.-This has been already described, except that frequently
fibrocartilage, cartilage or bone may app'ear, often: of large size.
At first they lie beneath' the synovia or away from the joint. -"At
times they exist as' nodular masses in the joint,-" joint mice "

The authors go fully into the histological changes.in the sy1 ovial
membrane, :showiùg how the deformities. differ from the proli-
ferative type.

The paper 'is of 4alue from the 'mass of m terial exanmined c0m-
bined with clinical histories. The causation remains as 'beforé in
obscurity.
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The sith regular meeting of the Society was held Friday evenIng,
December 17th, 1909, Dr. W. Giant Stewart, President in the Chair.

LIVING:.CASES: PARTIAL GASTRECTOMiY AND PYLORECTOMY, TWO CASES
A E.. Gxaow; M:D., ead the report of these cases, and Dr. C. B

Kenan presented the specimens.
A. LAPTERoN SMrrH, M.D.-It is interesting to note that a few years

ago one would have been seve;rely criticised had operation been suggested
in these cases. The view .ow is to operate and relieve the symptoms and
not to consider the pathological 'lfndings. As far as the indication for
.the operation is concerned I believe that before many years it will be the
recognised form of treatment for obstruction of the pyloius from ulcer
ation to do this. same operation, because, if there weTeno ulceration in.
thë stormach, I amn' sure there would be.no cancer.

LIVING CASE: OLD DISLOCATION OF THE SHOULDER.
A. R. PENNoYER, .D.-I show this case firstly because it. is one of

the less commòn conditions with which we meet, and secondly from' its
medico-legal inte.rest since more than one of our number have had légal
complications arising from such cases. The patient, MIrs. O., is 56 years
of age, was admitted to the General Hospital under ,Dr. Shephard's
service on the 29th of June ,with a .history that some six weeks previously
she had.fallen down stairs and in attempting. to save her, her husband
grasped her by .theý am, and in that way inflicted thisijury to her
shoulder,. and it wa's thought tô bea strain. On e rnination. it pre-
sented a classical picture of a dislocation of the shoulder, apparently a
subgleýnoi 'dislocation. The armwas fiied ini 'abduction; there was
hardly any movement; she could not raise.ler hand tó her mouth or do
any household task; iii other words her arm waspractióally useless. An
X-Ray picture was taken and the fmdings showed fairly well th sub-
glenoid dislocation and in' addition a fracture throughi the great tubero-
sity. Profiting by the experience ýof others I did notattanpt any. violent'
reduction and on the 22nd of July operated on the shoulder. .I made an
incision from about one inch froi the outer. end of the clavicle' down the
arm to just below the insertion of the.deltoi and having exposed this'
muscle cut through its anterior' fibres an' reflecting the muscle fiaps,
lay bare the former position of the joint showing the laceration of the
capsule. With every assistance and every effort, I attemnpted to reduce it
but could not move it at all from this situation. I cut through the
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short head of the biceps and coraco-brachialis and. in that way exposed
the head in the subglenoid position very firmly fixed. Even then I was
unable with very forcible extension and m'anipulation to bring that head
out, it seemed to be held by firm adhesions and by the subcapularis. I
chiselled off the small tuberosity and in. that way was able to bring the
head of the bone into position. I then fixed the small tuberosity with
its attached subscapularis in place, sutured the ends of the coraco-
brachialis and biceps and brought together the deltoid and closed the
wound. The patient has now almost full use of her arm; there is still
a little limitation in abduction. She went away f rom the hospital two
weeks after the operation and I lost sight of ber until two wveeks ago.
Since then I have been using passive novements and the limitation is.
lessening. It seemed best. at the time to remove the fragment of theq
greater tuberosity, which I did; it did not aÉparently carry with it the
insertion of the supra-infra spinous muscle so that she has still the use
of them.

F. J. SHEPHERD, M.D.-One point is of interest here, the fact of frac-
ture occurring in connexion with dislocation. Formerly, before the
X-IRays and the opening of the joints, we- did not think there were so
many fractures in connexion with dislocations as now has been proved
to be the case. I collected a good many years ago a number of humeri
where there was au apparent slipping of the great tuberosity and they
were no doubt due or produced by.dislocation. I have seen several cases
where I had to eut down on the head of the bone and even. then found I
could not reduce it and so had to .esect it to get a.useful arm. I think
Dr. Pennoyer is to be congratulated on the result of his case. Of course
the operation was a very serious one and one in which lie expected to get
better results, but with the fracture and the subsequent adhesions the
procedure was much more diffièult than was anticipated; but altogetier
the result is very good.

JAMES BELL, M.D.-I hava be-n surprised in several of thé cases 1
have operated on at the difficulty in replacing the bone after it has been
fully exposed and it lias led me to marvel at the courage of tha older
surgeons who used pulleys and other heroic devices to pull and jerk the
bone into position and without an incision. In any case the ·lesson is
that now-a-days one should not with such positive diagnostic means as
the X-Rays, go on in these old didocations to extreme measures without
an open dissection.

W. GnANT STEWART, M.D.--I saw a rather interesting case this sum-
mer in the Royal Infirmary at Ab'erdeen, a dislocation of the hip joint
and the surgeon trying to put it in place fractured the head of the bone.
The history was that it was sipposed to have been out for a month or
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two; but afterwards lie came t the conclusion that probably it was likely
congenital: and he:simply tried to repair the fracture.

:ACTINOMYCOSIS OF THE ASCENDING COLON.

ALEX..H1TOÈISoN, M.D., and S. B., WOLBÂcH, M.D.
S. B. WotBACH, M.D.-Up to within a few years ago, or until Wright,

of Boston, wrote his paper in 1905, it was supposed that pathogenie
Letinomycetes grew upon various kinds of, grain, particularly rye. That
has been fairlywell disproved and it is now believed that the organism
of actinonycosis is a normal inhabitant of the inouth cavity and possibly
the intestinal tract. .This is fairly well established by the fact that the
organisms of actinoniycosis front cattle and from man are identical and
that the organism will not grow at room temperature and is fairly exact-
ing in its requirements in the way of media. This case is interesting
because the two pathological specimens that came from the earlier oper-
ations Dr.. Hutchison referred to, show no indication of the process. Of
course the pathology of actinomycosis is simply that of granulation
tissue with abscesses and it is impossible to make a diagnosis in many
'cases .unless the colonies are found in the tissues. After finding the
colonies or little granules in the pus -I immediately referred to the other
(earlier) specimen and was again unable to find any indication of the
disease. A few statistics that I have gathered might be of interest. 0f
357 cases in man, between the ages of 5 and. 9 years there were seven

.cases diagnosed; between 10 and 19 years, forty-four cases, between 20
-and 29 years, 118 cases; between 30 and 39 years, 78 cases; between 40
and 49 years, 54 cases, and above 50, 56 cases. Sex and occupation had
apparently little to d'o. In W\ri'ghts series of 14 cases occurring in man,
eight occurred in the jaw, two in the thorax, one in the abdomen and
three on other parts of the body. The routes of entrance seem to be the
nose, the mouth, the respiratory tract, the intestinal tract, and finally,
the skin through wounds and abrasions. lu a -snall percentage of cases
the source of infection could not be traced. 0f those cases in the abdo-
men 50 per cent. and over start in the region of the appendix, so a case
such as this where the only origin found was in the colon considerably
above the appendix is rather yare. Regarding distribution, al coun-
tries seem to have it. It is interesting to find that on this Continent
actinomycosis is most conunon in Canada and one set of statistics shows
that about 2 per cent. of the slaughtered cattle show actinomycosis. In
the other portions of the continent the general average is 2/10ths of 1
per cent. It is particularly prevaltnt·.in Russia. It is found in man,
cattle, horse, swine, sheep, deer and even the elephant, The lesion,
patbologically, is usually classified among the granulomata, but is morel
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properly a slow suppurating procens with extensive granulation tissue
formation. The colonies are always found in small collections of pus.
It is questionable whether many cases are cases of pure infection with the
actinomyces. That is, the experience in the laboratory shows that the ma-
terial is almost invariably infected with pathogenic bacteria and that
makes cultures very difficult to obtain, The diagnois is extremely
simple when pus is obtained containing the granules; the larger granules
are quite visible to the naked eye.

JAM1ES BELL, M.D.-I have had a rather exceptional experience with
this condition. Three or four years ago I presented a series of cases
here; as far as I remember, I think there were 12 cases at that time
and I have had more than as many more since. Four cases
apparently originated in the appendix and there were two other abdo-
minal cases which could not be traced to the appendix. One showed a'
history which would point to migration from the intestines and the first
signs produced were signs of psoas infiltration. The man was supposed
to be suffering from spinal tuberculosis. Another similar case of abdo-
minal actinomycosis was fairly certain not to have originated in the
appendix; four others clearly did and in three of these I removed the
appendix. I did not think of the diagnosis at the time and shelled
out the appendix from the 'infiltrated tissue. The objective signs were
a sausage-like mass in the region of the appendix without any active

nymptoms and unsuspectingly I removed the appendix and infiltration
went on from the tissue I left behind until radical operation was an
impossibility. In one case a seed-like body was found in the appendix;
at the time it was not carefully examined and I laid some stress on the
fact that this man was a grain dealer. No other foreign bodies' of any
significance were found in the appendices which I removed. - I regret
Dr. Hutchison did not give the previous history of this case, lie merely
stated that she came into hospital with an acute gangrenous appendix."
In one of my cases there was an acute condition of the neck where the
man had a barley beard stick in- his tonsil while threshing. I was sur-
prised to hear Dr. Wolbach say that the theory of the infection froïný
grains and the spores of -the fuus which develop upon them is
now becoming. an obsolete theory - I thought there were a great
many facts in favour of this theory. For example, I am told that it is
very comimon in young cattlé whose gums are tender and are injured
from eating hard food. The greatest frequency in the human' subject
is in connexion with the mouth and the jaws. Another fact is that
when originating in the appendix in this quiescent way it would look
as if something cirying the infection, had entered and remained there.
The cases I have seen have been entirely different from ordinary ap-
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pendicitis. With regard to the results- in these cases: Dr. Hutchison
speaks of the result some nonths hence-my experience is that ad.vanced.
visceral actinomycosis is an absolutely fatal disease and:I gather that
that has been the. almost universal experience of surgeons. I would like
to know if Dr. Hutchison is doing anything in the way of, medication.

J .G: ADÂMI, M.D.-I confess to.a feeling with Dr. Bell that I am
rather sorry to give up the old idea that actinomycosis is not associatad
with grain and that i is by wounds in the mouth, of lower portions of
the intestinal tract whereby portions of infected grain: get imbedded in.
the tissue. My experience here in Canada is that we get these cases.
from agricultural communities and not among city dwellers; the same
has. been experienced in Russia and Germany. Wright's. theory is that
to get pure development one must have anaërobic cultures. in my first
experiments, in 1891, I was able' to grow the fungus quite readily .in
deep tubes so long as they were present with pyogenic cocci. .,But thei
more I tried to get the ray fungus pure and isolate it, the greater my
failure to obtain growth, with purification the organism died· out'. It
deserves note that prior to Wright the anaërobic nature of actinomyces
had 'been demonstrated by Wolff. I feel that more vidence' as' to, the
mode of infection is required and here in Canada with the large number
of cases occurring in .the rural districts it shouldsbe easy to follow this
to a conclusion. Where a chronie suppurating .condition. is present,
which is intractable we must lookIfor these'organisms. There is much
about their characters and regarding thé disease'.they induce that wants
settling.

O. B. KEmNN, M.D.-This case is interesting and illustrates veiy well
some facts concerning actinomycotic infections." Actinomycosis. travels
and travels widely kaving no trace in the place whence it started, as
shown in one case from Dr. Bell's clinic where a patient was operated
cn for actinomycosis of the -appendix and surrounding this was.a mass
of granulation tissue and pus specimens of which showed general acti-
nomycosis. 'The patient recovered, wound having healed, but returned
to the hospital with a condition simulating liver or lung abscess. The
peritoneal cavity was opened and it was found to be free from any trace
of disease and later the hng was explored, when a large actinomycotic
abscess was found. Again, a patient had clinical signs of an abscss in
the upper part of the abdomen which slowly disappeared only to reap-
pear later in the groin, the abdominal cavity being now apparently free.

In regard to'the view that actinomyeosis is normally present in the.
mouth and in thé intestinal tract I .think that its frequent develop-
ment in wounds in cattle would indicate otherwise, I used to think with
Prof. Adami that actinomycosis was a rural disease, but I have had
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lately four cases of this infection that: apparently developed in the city
of Montreal.

Actinomycosis is a much m.ore common disease than is usually con-
sidered.

S. B. WOLBACH, M.D.-I agree with practically everything that lias
been said this evening, particularly about the fatality of the disease
where most of the cases wind up with generalized metastases in the lungs
and the brain. D.r. Keenan's statement regarding castrated cattle was
known by me, but I do not see that it 'argues against Dr. Wright's belief
that the microorganism multiplies only in the intestinal tract. Of course
Bostwem did find in his serial sections foreign bodies and these con-
sisted of husks of grain and he cultivated from these husks an actino-
inyces, but I think that Wright lias shown that this was not the organism
which produced the disease in man. Wright mnakes the statement that
pathogenic actinomycetes will not grow at room temperature and in the
presence of oxygen and that they do not produce sporès. But assuning
that they grow only in the intestinal tract; that would give, of course,
with the discharge of dung a very vide distribution of actinomycetes
in rural districts. I think the most probable hypothesis in Dr. Hut-
chison's case, is that the acute appendicitis may-have furnished a portal
of entry for the organism. It scens to be necessary to have some de-.
finite injury for the actinomyces to take hold. In cattle, injuries about
the mouth are common and I believe the same holds true in nian.

THE PLACE OF BRACES IN THE TREATMENT OF. WEAK PRONATED AND
FLAT FEET, WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO A SIMPLE METHOD

FOR THE PREPARATION -F THE PLASTER CAST
ON. WHICH THEY ARE FASHIONED.

A. MAiCKENZIE FoRBEs, M.D.
Dr. Forbes illustrated this report with cases and material used in the

preparation of the casts.

REPORT ON THE METHOD OF SPINAL ANMSTHESIA AS DEMONSTR'ATED
IN NEW YORK BY PROFESSOR JONNESCO, OF BUCHAREST.

W. W. OmnIrAN, M.D. read this report which appears in the January
number of tis JOURNAL.

G. E. ARMsTnoNG, M.D.-We are all very much indebted, to Dr. Chip-
man for this valuable, and at the same time, extremely interesting report
of the clinic at Moant Sinai given by Professor Jonnesco. As Dr.
Chipman says, spinal analgesia is no longer in its infancy, and, unless
something new develops in technique or the selection of drugs, I think we
are in a position to fori a fairly judicial 'pstimate and to give an
opinion that can hardly be called premature or ill-founded.
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I have been much interested in spinal analgesia and have seen a
good deal of it in Paris, principally with Professor Tuffier, and. with
Professor Barker in the University College Hospital, London. In many
cases, in fact, in nearly all cases, spinal analgesia given in the lower
lumbar region, between the third and fourth vertebrae, as practised by
Barker and Tuffier, is satisfactory as far as the analgesia goes. Barker
has publislied three series of 100 cases each, 300 in all. He is now be-
ginning his fourth series of 100 cases. In his firit 300 cases there vere
no deaths attributable to the spinal analgesia, but lie had to resort to
general anesthesia in 23 out of the 300 cases. Barker is extremely fair
and impartial in the statement of his results and experience with spinal
analgesia. . When lie reported his last 100 cases he went on to aay that
although there had been no deaths in lis first 300 cases, yet, since lie
began his fourth series of 100, tiere had occurred two cases in which
the spinal analgesia might be thought to have contributed to the death
of the patient.

Dr. Chipman' speaks favourably of the isotonic solution. That· is a
very important point. The isotonie solution naturally is more diffn-able
in the cerebro-spinal fluid and in that way might be expected to extend
its influence over a larger section of the cord. It is, however, less con-
trollable than the heavier solutions ·that would follow more nearly the
laws of gravity. Barker's solution is heavier than the cerebro-spinal
fluid, uhaput's solution is still heavier, and it can be demonstrated by
the use of a rtificial tubes and coloured solutions that these heavier solu-
tions are more controllable than the isotonic solutions, that is to say, they
tend to remain in that part of the spinal canal where they are
first placed, but by elevating the pelvis the solution niay be made to
ascend to a higher level and gain a higher level of analgesia. This can
safely be extended to the lower border. of the ribs; or by turning the
patient on one side the nerves going to the right or left leg, as the case
may be, may be'influenced muci more than those on the other side.

'The orily exception that I would take to Dr. Chipman's paper is when
lie .says that hubar anesthesia is safe. Köhler reported at the last
German Surgical Congress that he had collected 7784 cases, of spinal
analgesia with 12 deaths, or 1 in 648 cases. Now I do not thlik any
anesthetic can be called safe that is followed by that large percentage
of mortality.

There is also the danger of permanent paraplegia. I am informed
that there are three such cases in San Franscisco, one in Brooklyin and
one in London, England. In these cases the paraplegia is apparently,
permanent. Recently I had a fear that such a case would have to be
reported from Montreal. A life saving operation was necessary for tlie
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relief of a large collection of pus in the abdomen in 'a person with a
sp. gr. of 1006, whose urine was full of casts, a woman who had suffered
from puerperal convulsions on two occasions. The four physicians and
surgeons'who were interested in the case, after a careful consideration
of all the conditions present,'decidsd that spinal analgesia, in this case,
would be accompanied by less danger than general anoesthesia. 'The
needle was passed between the 3rd, and 4th lumbar vertebr, the cerebro-
spinal fluid flowed out freely, without a tinge of blood, and the stovaine
was inserted. It was a complete failure and a general anesthetic 'was
resorted to in the end, ether being used. A condition of paraplegia
followed which persisted long enough to cause a good deal of anxiety, but
it is, fortunately, now passing rapidly away.

in the British Medical Journal for November 13, there is an 'inter-
esting article of Jennesco's on spinal analgesia. Jennesco reports that
in his 1015 cases he has never known any failure, and has never had
to resort to ether to finish the operation.

In the ensuing number of the same journal there is a report of a man
who was present at Jennesco's clinie at Woolwich, and the' reporter states
that Jennesco was successful in one case, partially successful in the next
case, and, in the third case the spinal analgesia was a complete failure.

Now while I do not think that it can be said: that spinal analgesia is
as safe as general anesthesia by any means, and ce;rtainly not as safe
as local anesthesia, yet there are certain conditions in' which spinal
analgesia may possess comparative safety. 'That is, it may under special
circuinstances be less dangerous tha~n general anesthesia:- I assume that
in these cases local anosthesia is out .of the, question. Such cases,' for
instance, as a condition of foecal vomiting. There is alwàys a dangerof
aspiration pneumonia in such cases, and a pneumonia due to aspiration
of intestinal contents is always dangerous.: Again, in cases of marked
renal insufficiency with a low sp.gr. of thé urine,' and a 'correspondingly
high sp.gr. of the blood the administration of a general anesthetic is
highly dangerous.

WESLEY MILLS, M.D.-I hope in a few weeks to lay before the Society
some considerations based on my experience of last year, especially on
the subject of anesthesia and pain and I hope the surgeons will come to
hear what I have to say. If I were a surgeon I should make it one of
my great ambitions in life to lessen the amount of pain that is now in-
flicted, I venture to say by every surgeon. One of the great advantages
of going through such a variety of Èxperience is to help him under-
stand many things which were incomprehensible before. I think it is
probable that if Professor Jonessco had had even a quarter of the pain-
ful experience I had last year, lie would never have infiicted such torture
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as that just described, I believe I have felt for that young man with the
,astitis as probably no other member present could do unless he has
had similar experience to his or mine.

CE. P. .HEnRY, M.D.-During Dr. Elder's service last Spring a
good many cases we'e injected by Dr. Bazin.all in the lower -lumbar
region, a 5.% solution of Stovaine being used. The cases covered, a
vide range, one case for removal of fragments of a fractured tibia and

the plating of the bones with the necessary sawing off of the ends and
insertion of the screws and plates. I thiink in this series twc; cases had
to have a general anosthetic. In one, though the fluid flowed very freely
on the introduction of the needle which vent in very easily, the fluid
injected apparently went into the subarachnoid or arachnoid space, but
still no anosthesia was produced, and considering 'the case afterwards
we decided that the needle had probably just passed into the sac and a
slight movement displaced the eye outwards again. We did not resort
to a sccond injection, but gave him an anesthetic. In aniother case, an
elderly man, the spines were clubbed, there was a good deal of rigidity
:and it was impossible to get the proper bowing, and to get into the spinal
canal at all. The man who had the operation on his tibia and plates
inserted, was a case which had been brought in with D.Ts., and in fact,
was an inniate of Verdun, and for several reasons it was impossible to
give hiim an anoesthetic. Internal and external urethrotomy were per-
formed. The results in rectal work and the surgery in the lower regions

as ei'y satisfactory. I do not think in any of the cases there was
headaclie, nor did paralysis last over two hours.

W. W. Cmnau, M.D.-I merely wisli to thank the Society for the
discussion because after all, this discussion gives to us the clinical ex-
periences of spinal anoesthesia in the City of Montreal. With regard to
the question raised by Dr. Garrow the feeling in New York seemed to
be that in these cases of paralysis the needle had éntered directly one of
the nerves of the cauda equina, and the paralysis was the result. T1 do
not think the introduction of the solution into the sub-arachnoid space
at this level would ever cause such a lasting paralysis. The contention
is, that it is only when the drug is injected directly into the tissue of
the cord or its umbar roots, that permanent paralysis, as a i-esult of
tissue necrosis, is produced.

.The seventh regular meeting of the Society was held Friday evening
January 7th, 1910, Dr. W. Grant Stewart, Presidènt, in the Chair.

LIVING CASES: THREE LIVING CASES ILLUSTRATING EDINGER'S
"ERSATZ THEORY .F TABES DORSALIS!'

C. K. RUSSEL, M.D.
D. A. SiiiRREs, M.D.-Fourteen years ago, when working with
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Ferrier, 1 remember very clearly one case, a cavalryman, who developed
eye symptoms and a peculiar condition of his arms which was diagnosed
as probably muscular dystrophy. On going into thé history, however,
and ascertaining bis occupation and that in the care of bis horses be
was required to handle large bales of hay and straw every day, Dr. Fer-
rier came to the conclusion that it was one of the cases of tabes dorsalis.
Dr. James Stewart exhibited two cases here of the sane condition of
cervical tabes, both were shoemakers, one of which returned to our clinic
a few weeks ago, and lie was in. the same condition as seven years ago
except that the atrophy had progressed somewhat. It is interesting, as
Dr. Russel points out, that these cases occur most frequently in men from
ccrtinued strain on one set of muscles.

W. F. urAILTox, .D.-I understood Dr. Russel to say that the.
exposure 'to the glare of the sun on the snow in one of bis cases was
sufficient to cause the optic atrophy. In this connexion I am reminded
of tlie artic explorers *ho complain bitterly of snow blindness, which
affects thein so seriously in their marches that narcoties have to be
resorted to tor relief. Those wlio experience this affection say that it is
not the glare of the sun on the snow that induces it for on cloudy or misty
days they suffered most, wlien there is no shadow.

O. K. RUSSEL, M.D.--In answer to Dr. Shirres I have already stated
that Edinger 'published this series of articles in 1894-5, so that it is by
no means recent, but I think it bas escaped notice. With regard to the
so-called snow blindness, when I was up north in the Hudson Bay district
some years ago twro of us had a slight touch of this snow blindness, and
it certainly rendered vision painful and difficult, in any case I think it
would be suflicient to cause fatigue of those optic nerves and induce
neuritic atrophy in a patient who bas had the syphilitic toxine.

DEMONSTRATION OF A NEW HUMAN TRYPANOSOME.

J. L. 'ToDD, M.D.

DEMONSTRATION OF APPARATUS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF
RECTAL ANÆESTHESIA.

E. M. voN EBEUTS, M.D.
J. APPLETON NUTTER, M.D.-While in Boston in 1906, I saw Cheever

trying rectal anesthesia at the Children's Hospital. Although in' some
cases the method worked well, in others it had to be supplemented by'
ordinary inhalation narcosis. The success obtained was not sufficient to
warrant its adoption as a measure of routine at the Children's Hospital.

E. M. voN EmERTS, M.D.-Doctor Cunningham gave a demonstration
of this apparatus a few weeks ago. The patient, an old man with
thickened vessels and a chronie alcoholie, had an extensive carcinoma of
the lower lip. The apparatus worked very satisfactorily and the bouse-
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man in charge assured me that in practised hands the method had been
very successful. Cunningham employs rectal anesthesia in all òperations
upon the head and neck.

AN ANALYSIS OF SEVENTY-ONE CASEb OF FATAL SCARLET FEVER.

Joux McCRAE, M.B., read the 'paper of Lhe evening.
H. A. LAFLEtUR, M.D.-I. would like to ask Dr. McCrae about the

condition of hepatitis, which seems rather a n.ew thing. He spoke of it
as being analogous to acute yellow atrophy of ·the liver, I would like to
ask him if these cases were at all jaundiced, and wliether the liver went
on to atrophy after an apparent period of enlargement.

J. R. SPIER, M.D.--I must congratulate Dr. McCrae on the excellent
series of cases he has presented to us to-night. I quite agree with him
in all he.has said in regard to the futility of any of our modern'methods
of treatment in our results in these cases. As regards the fulminant
cases,. of vhich he has not had very many, I have seen perhaps one or
two dozen during the epidemie of 1893-95, death occurring in the 24
hours with ,a temperature of 108 and 109. All methods of reducing
the 'temperature were tried, ice baths, spongings, even to bleeding, with
apparently no result, 'the patient dying of paralysis of the respiratory
centres.. Dr. Mcrae's' picture of severe scarlet fever and the conditions
of the mouth is an absolutely vivid one and in the treatment of this
condition 'one cannot, I think, emphasize too much the usefulness of
thorouglh cleansing. In my experience I have certainly found great
benefit from the use of hydrogen peroxide, half and half, freely used to
both nose and throat, and I think we got some advantage from the local
application. of fairly strong solutions of iron, not so strong ")ut that it
can be applied by giving it internally. 'That and the free use of strych-
nine 1 think comprises practically the only useful methods I have f ound
in combating what the docter terms severe scarlet fever. I am' inclined
to differ with him slightly in the value of antistreptococcie serum. When
I had my large series of the severe form I did not have the opportunity
of using this serum, but I.n the few I have used it on since I think I have
got considerable benefit.. Once the general septicomia has set in I cannot
see, that there is any hope for the patient. I quite agree also with Dr.
McCrae in his statement that the wards should be thoroughly disinfected
and that frequently. .I- have not the faintest doubt tliat many of our
cases that are 'sent in 'as mild cases and which take on the severe form
have been reinfected from the ward contagion.

DR. HRT.-In the course of a 'large country practice 1 have been
through two epidemics of scarlet fever, and I would like to give an ex-
perience which occurred'to me 'during the last one:-The case was that
of a boy, nine years of age, who got up in the morning apparently per-
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fectly well, breakfasted as usual and then went to school. Came back at
noon, in his usual spirits, to dinner. While at table he suddenly
vomlied, renoved to his room and undressed by his nother, who then
not:ced that his body was covered by an intensely red rash. I was at
once sent tor and saw the boy within half an hour, and pronounced the
case as one of scarlet fever, of a decided virulent type. During the after-
noon, delirium, with at tines a sudden sharp screech, set in. Between
6 and 7 p.m. the delirium changed in character to one of a low mutter-
ring type. At 8 o'clock I had the late Dr. F. W. Camnpbell"in consulta-
tion, and lie agreed with me that the case was a hopeless one. Towaras
midnight the boy became comatose, and at 3 a.m. died. Here the whole
course was run in less than 15 hours. I may further state that I had
no opportunity of satisfactorily examining the fauces, tliat tie pulse
could not be counted at any time, and that the temperature, taken shortly
after I was called was 104.2 and at 2 a.n. was 109 degrees in the rectum.

W. .F. HlaMrION, M.D.-Two or three things have struck me in the
reading of this paper; one is that Dr. McCrae's experience in the
Alexandra Hospital bears out the teachiing concerning nepliritis in nearly
all the text-books, namely that it is a rare thing and that it rarely has a
fatal ending. In connexion with the remarks concerning the digestive
disturbance does t not seem likely that this tract is infected secondarily,
for the diarrhœa, etc., are expressions of a profound toxaimia? The
third point was the sudden homorrhage. One sucli case I saw in a
young woman admitted to the Montreal General Hospital during my
service there, she died in 24 hours from violent hlimiorrhage, some vessel
in the throat having been eroded and a fatal termination had resulted
just as in -the case reported by Dr. McCrae.

A. làJPTHORN SMITHI, M.D.-I do not think Dr. McCrae has spoken
of the injection of diphtheria antitoxine in scarlet fever: I understand
it is used in the Alexandra Hospital and I would like to hear if it has
had any good-effect. I would also like to know if lie has met with many
heart troubles in connexion with the endocarditis of scarlet.fever? With
regard to nephritis I do not remember of any case dying from. it; but I
know of a few who were troubled for a good many years afterwards,
although none of them died. One fatal case of scarlet fever I remember
was a. lady in whom a black eruption came out over the body. I used
to uÉe iron ana chlorate of potash and glycerine a good-deal, in the old
days before there was any serum. I would like to ask if carbolic vaselin
has been used much at the Alexandra witlh a view to disinfecting the
skin and preventing the disease from spreading, espeôially in the des-
quanating period. I have often prevented any. one else in the family
from taking the disease by using it on tlie patient. Dr. McCrae does
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not speak very favourably of hot baths, but my impression was that the
hot baths were very valuable in carrying off the diseased detritus, and
also getting id of the:infection. In those days we thought tlat the
infection was carr-ied by the desquamating skin, so that the sooner-it was
disinfected i.ud carred away by the sewer the better.

JoN MOCRAE, M.B:-With regard to Dr. Lafieur's queq about the
hepatitis I may say that this was entirely a microscopie resemblance
and was very striking; the frequency with which huge focal necroses
were found ihi the liver- was startling, and where it was not focal, it was
almost universal, and the fatal cases showed very frequently a liver in
which the cells 'were so jumbled that they had lost entirely any
semblance to the internal structure of the liver lobule.

Neither during the course of these cases, nor at any time subsequently
have we had a case of fatal nephritis. I have often wondered in, regard
to the alimentary tract if there is not an actual mucosal infection of the
tract. It has often seemed to me as if the suddenness with which those
symptoms came on, and the high degree of decomposition in the contents
of the bowel suggested it. Dr. Gardner's statement with regard to'
families is very true; two cases in my series belong to one amily, where
four were stricken and three died in one week; it is a question, however,
whether it is the family or the infection. With regard to the diph'tlieria
antitoxine, I have seen it used a great many times and the large doses
certainly have a strong stimulant effect; farther than that, I have not
seen any marked benefit. Heart troubles, in. scarlet fever are extremely
rare, considering how bad an infection it seems tobe and generaly the
cases get well; endocarditis is far ;more bf e , than gmyoardtihs.
This paper deils only with those cases that from the first are almost sure
to be fatal, hence all the aspects of the disease have not-beën taken .up.

AMOEBIC ABSCESS OF THE LIVER ORIGINATING IN MONTREAL.

F. G.c FNLEY, M.D. G. E. ARMSTN , M.D., S. B. WoLBACH, M.D.
H. A. LAFLEU,, M.D.--This is a perfectly typical case. IThe appear-

ance of the organs af autopsy was absolutely characteristic ana particu-
larly the character of the abscessess. The. contents do' not resemble
ordinary pus. As a matter of fact- pus cells are rather rare in such ne-
crotic material and it seeins to be just the broken-dowh liver tissue which
forms the content of the abscess. As regards the limitation of the ulcers
to the cocum and ascending colon, though not very common still we used
to find this sometimes in our cases at Baltimore; it certainly is the rule
that the large bowel is.'not so universally infected .as in tÉe Shiga
dysentery. In amobic dysentery it seems to pick out spots where there
is stasis of the intestinal contents like the pouch of the cocum. The
specimen being passed around is absolutely like the diagrams of the
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ulcers from (Jouncilman's monograph, drawn from the microscopical
specimens. The chief interest I think is really the fact that in this case
the disease seems to have originated in Montreal and is, as Dr. Finley
points out, so far a unique occurrence. We did have an amœbic. abscess
some 8 or 9 years ago, but it was learned that the patient had been some-
wliere in the Middle States before coming to Montreal.
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